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Introduction'

a

01w

-The purpose of this monograpiip to show how, sing only
elementary magematical concepts, the,positions,political4

candidates take in an .election campaign can be analyzed.
Voters are'assuMedto be distributed al'on'g a left-right.c9n-
Xinuum, and candidates are assumed to take positions along
that'contionlum to maximize their Vote totals, given Tt
voters vote for he candidate whose Ik.sition is clpsest to
t;leirs.

. ,
The analysis begins with two-candidate races, in which

the median of the voter distrjbutiOn is shown to be the opti-
mal, equilibrium pesiotaon of each candidate. The analysis s
then extended t,o multi-candidate races; possible candidate
strategies for different segments of the, electorate are ex-
plored. The effects of fuzzy candidate positions, and voter
indifference and alienation, are also, studied.

. The basic spatial model is then complicated by assuming
th4x_as candidates move toward eirmist positions, their



utility--as measured by the support they receive from activist
voters,--increases as thel)r probability of winning simultane-
ously decreases. Positions that maximize a candidate's,

expected utility are illustrated. As a final complication,

it is shown that if a second issue dimension is introduced,

candidate platforms comprising positionson two issues may be
subject to a paradox of voting, rendering no candidate posi-
tion invulnerable to challenges by a competi =tor.

The subst tive focus of the analysis'is on presidential

elections, with particular attention giVen.first to the prob-

leps candidates face in winning their party's nomination in a

sequence ofstate primaries, and then'to the problems they

face in satisfying different elebents within their party that

may pull them in different directions in the general election.

Throughout the monograph, numerous examples of actual-candi-
date behavior in recent presidential primaries and elections

are given to provide an interpretation of the analysis and

results.

Before plunging into the analysis, it is Pair to ask what

benefits logical reasoning and mathematics' bring to the study
of elections. I will respond in two ways, first witha gen-

statement and then an example.

There is nothing to match the hoopla, pageantry, and

excitement of a presidential campaign in.American politiEs.

No less dramatic, though quieter, are the strategic, game-like

features of a presidential campaign, which often are a good
deal more consequential. GiVen their presence and importance,

it seems reasonable to suppose that A! tools of modern .r

decision theory and game theory pay help to illuminate the

competitive character of presidential elections and the stra-

tegic interdependence of decisions wade at different sages
in the campaign.

At a minimum, this approach1offers more than good

hindght in trying to deterMine better and worse strategies

in presidential campaigns. For example, consider what.igood
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hindsight would say after replaying the "mistakes" of the
1972 campaign: Jimmy Carter should not.run for his party's
nomination in all states in 1976 because almunduskie had
done so i4 1'972 and lost. Of

11

ourte,,,this good hindsight is

now bad hindsight, since Carte followed this very strategy
and won, which illustrates the dubious scientific status'of
hindsight.

In contrast to the hindsight approach, I have attempted
to develop models that can impart a deeper and more general
understanding of u derlying factors at work in the presidential
election process. By "models" I mean simplified representa-
tions that abstl-act the essential elements orsome phenomena'
or process,one wants to study. By deducing consequences from
models, one can see more clearly what is happening than one
can by trying to deal with reality in all its unmanageable
detail. Before beginning this analysis, Rqwever, I shall
first present some background information on presidential
elections.

'4*
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Probably the greatest spgctacle in American polities
the quest for the ilresidercy. Campaigns for the presidency
may commence a year--or even several years--before the first
state caucuses and primaries in a presidential election year
as the.early entrants lay the groundwork for their campaigns
by putting together staffs and sounding out local political
leaders and potential contributors. The campaigns of most
presidential candidates do not attract wide news coverage,
however, until the first caucuses apd primaries, which now
begin in January (Iowa caucus) and February (New Hampshire
primary) of an election year. Then ensues a whirlwind of
activity for the next nine months or sovthat culminates on
Election Day in November.-

More than half the SO states today--29 in 1976, plus the
District of Columbia--hold primaries from the middle ofwinter
through the late spring of a presidential election year. The
remaining states choose delegates to the Democratic and

6

.11



e'
Republican national party conventions'in caucuses in which

0

voters at the local or district level elect delegates to state-
,

wide conventions, who in turn elect delegates to the national

p,rty conventi,on. These successive elections of delegates may

',be carried through two or more stages until national party

convention delegates are chosen'.

The bewildering variety of rules that. govern delegate

selection in different caucus states makes it impossible to

model "typical" caucus state. Rules governing, the selection

ot,, national party convention delegates in primary states also

differ considerably,' but all primary states share one feature:

the voters vote directly for a slate of delegates or the candi-

dates in one election, whereas in caucus states the elettion,

occurs in stages and is, therefore, indirect. 9

To be.sure, some primnTy states, like California, also

use caucuses in he preliminary selection of ,slates ofdele-

gates. Moreover, primaries may be open or closed, depending

op whether voters can "cross Over" and vote for delegates or
.

ilandidates in the oth r contest. (open) or must stick

to their own patty co test (closed). In addition, while ,the

outtakes of most primaries are binding on the delegates, some

are only advisory--"beauty contests" is the ,terfli that has

been coined.

The fact that the primary states include virtually all

the large states with the most delegates makes performanfe
.

0"- An them a critical factor in securing the nomination of one's

party. Of course, if no candidate succeeds ingaiming a

decisive lead'over his opponents in the primaries, the locus

of decision Shifts to the national party convention. But no

candidate defeated in the primaries isioever likely. to reach

this phase, even if he is-Ithe incumbent president.
1

1Although Lyndon Johnson chose.not to run in thejemocrAtic primaries
in 1968, E4gene McCarthy's "strong showing" In the New Hampshire primary
(while losing with 42 percent ofAthe volt to Johnson's 50 percent write -in'

vote)--and his expected win in the second primary (Wisconsin) --seem to have
been impqrtant factors in inducing he incumbent president to withdraw from

the 1968 race just prior to the Wisconsin'primary.

2.6
'?



State15,imaries, then, are the crucial first phase in a-
candidate's quest for the presidency. If a-candidate, by
winning a large proportion of pledged delegates in the pri-
maries,.effectivAly wraps up his party's nomination in this
phase, then the party convention provides.merely a rubber
stamp for4the nomination game he,has a:Ireaidy won.

4

N.
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The Primacy of Issues
and Their Spatial Representation

I start from the assumption that voteis respond.to the
--positions that candidates take on issues in state primaries.
This is not to say that nonissue-related factors like person-,
alit', ethnicity, religion, or race have no effect.on election

,-outcomes but rather that issues takeprecedence in a voter's
decision. Indeed, sometimes these "nonissues" become issues,
but for purposes of the subsequent analysisI shall assume
issues to be questions of

public policy--what the government
should 'and should not do on patters that affect, directly or
indirectly, its citizens.

14
79-
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The primacy of issues in presidential elections hp now

been reasonably well documented over the last ten years.
2

Although moSt'of the-research that h.sJ)en conducted %polies

to the general election, it would seem even more applicable

to primaries% in which party affiliation is not usually a

factor. Particularly in states where primaries are closed,

with only registered Democrats and registered Republicans eli-

gible to participate in choosing delegates Ito their respective

Conventions,,it is the issue positions of the candidates

running for their party's nomination, not theif party identi-

fication itself, that assume paramount importanct in primaries.3

'Thus; ,the rule that excludes nonparty candidates from
e

participating in a party's presidential primary would appear to

have a xather important political copsequence.
4

It forces

voters in.a primary election to make 4hqices-other than 'on the
a,

basis 'Of pafty affiliation, which is, of- course, the same for

all candidates running for their party's nomination.
,

2See Key (1966). For a general discussion of the role of issues in
presidential elections, see the articles, comments, and rejoinders
Pomper, Boyd, Brody, and Kessel (1972). A more recent assessment can be
found in Asher (1976, pp. 86-121, 196-199), and references cites therein;
see also Pomper (1975, chap. 8); Nie, Verba, and Petrocik (1976, chaps.
10, 16718); Niemi and Weisberg (1976, pp. 160-235); and Strong (197,7).
Still more recently, the significance of issues in a voter's decision has
been challenged in Margolis (1977), where it is argued that candidate
evaluations and party images--among other factors--still hold important
sway; for empirical support, see Keljey and Mirer (1974). This criticisM,
however, ignores the origins of candidate evaluations and candidate images,
which, it seems plausible to assume, ultimately spring from the'issue
positions of candidates and parties--though perhaps as seen in earlier
elections.

/
'Flanigan and Zingale 0975, pp. 13 0-140). Even in opeli primary

states that permit "crossovers" (14 of 30 in 1976), those voters Who cross
over from one party to another are ptobably inclined to do so precisely
beCause of the issue positions of candidates not running in their own
party's primary. In 1976, hpwever, issue voting de fined in importance.

See Miller and Levitin (1976, chap. 7).
4
Formerly, the winner-take-all feature of voting in primaries was

also significant, but now a proportional rule governs the.allocation of
tonvention delegates, in most primary states. (The main.exception In 1976

' was-the Republican primary in California.)
T k
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To be.sure, a candidate in a primary may claim that he

is the only "true" representative of his party's historical
,, record and

,

ideology. But by making this claim, he is not s,o

much involing his party label to attract votes as saying that

his positions on issues more closely resemble those of his

party forebears thln the positions of his opponents.

How can the positions of candidates on issues be

represented? Start by assuming that there is a single over-

riding issue ,in a campaign on which all candidates mist take

a-definite position. (Later candidates will be. allowed to

fuzz their positions--and therebreadopt -strategies of ambig-

uity--as well as take positions on more than one issue.)

Assume also that the attitudes of party 'voters on this issue

can be represented along a left-right continuum, which may be

interpreted to measure attitudes that range from very liberal

(on the left) to very conservative (on the right). 5 I shall .

mkt be concerned here with spelling out exactly what "liberal"

,and "conservative" mean but use this interpretation only to

indicate that the attitudes of voters can be scaled along
.. e

. P

some policy dimension to which tife words "liberal" and "con-

servative" can in
h
some way be meaningfully attached.

I asSume'that the positions candidates take on this

dimension of issue are perceived by voters in the same way- -

that iS, there is no misinformation about where on the

continuum each candidate stands. Like all theoretical assump-

tions ysed,to model empirical phenomeha, this assumptiin

simprifies the-reality of the positions candidates take, and
their pejceptions by voters, but it serves as a ,liseful

starting point for the analysis.
,

To derive the behdvior of voters froM-their attitudes

andthe positions candidates take in a, campaign, some

.........

5
An issue on which'attiludesrcan be indexed by so:quantitative

variable, like "degree of government intervention in the ecpnomy,'"obvi-
ouslyibetter satisfies this assumption than an issue that poses an either-
or qugstionfor example, whether or not to support the clvelopmene of a
niajor new weapons system. ,.

-if-
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1

assumption i neceisarY about how voters decide for whom4to

vote. I am not concerned with the attitudis of individual

VoterA, however, but only with the numbers who haye particu-

lar 6ttitudeSarong some liberal-conservative'scaie.

For this pdrpose I postuiaie a Sistribution of voters,
4

as shown in Figure.l. Th-e vertical height of this distrile-

tien, which is defined by the curve in Figure 1, represents

-4'

A Md B

Posi.tions-

Figure I.» no candidates: symmetric, unimodal distribution.

k.
D

the number (or percentage) of voters who have attitudes at

each point along the hbrizontal contintium. 6

. ,

Because the distribution I have postulated has one peak,

or mode, it is chard'cterized as unimodal. Since the curve has

the same shape to the left and the,rigfit of its median, which

6
This spatial representation of voter attltudes7Vid candidate

positions was first used in Downs 11957). For a.critical assessment of
this work, see Stokes (1963); Robertson (1976), which tests predictions
of the theory for the British electorate; and Frohlich, Oppenheimer,
Smith, and Young (1978). For a review of the more recent literature on
party-Competition models, see Riker and Ordeshook (1973, chaps. II and
'12); Shepsle 11974, pp. 4-77); Taylor (1975, pp. 413-481); and Ordeshook
(1976, pp. 285-313).

1 7l z -
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is the po/int where the vertical dashed line intersects the
horizontal axis, the distribution is symmetric.

i7

f I have also postulated in Figure 1 the positions of two
candidates, A and B, at points along the left-right continuum.
Assume that candidate A takes ..,,position somewhere to the left
Hof thevledian and candidate B a position somewhere to the
right.* How attractive are these positions to the voters? This
is the uestion I turn to in section 4, where the analysis is
rested d to competition between just two candidates; in -
sect I shall consider what happens when more than two
candidates'epter the race.

7

1

47
A median divides the area under a distribution curve exactly in

half, which means in our example that half the voters havevattitudes to
the left of the point where the mediae line intersects the horizontal
axis and half the-voters have attitudes to the right of this point.
Moreover, because the distribution, is symmetric--the curve to the left
of the median is a mirrdf image of the curve to the right--the same num-
bers of voters have attitudes equal distance's to the left and right of
the median.



4

Rational Positions
in a TWo-Candidate Race

I assume that both voters and'candidaes have goals in
an election, and they act rationally to satisfy these goals.
To act rationally means simply to chocAe the course of
action that best satisfies one's 'goals.

The rationality assumption is rather empty unlqes
particular goals are postulated for voters and candidates.
For voters, I assume that they will vote for the candidate
whose position is closest to their own along the continuum.
For candidates,.I assume that they will try to choose posi-
tions that maximize the total number of votes they receive,'
in light of the voters' rationality.

8

8
Alternative models in which candidates have policy preferences and

view winningas a means to implement them--rather than more'cynically
adopt policy positions as a means to winning--are developed in Wittman
(1973); Wittman (1977); and Wittman (1976); see also McKelvey (1975)4.
Policy considerations, based on the assumption that utilities are associ-
ated with different candidate positiont, will be introduced in.a model
in section 9.

- 4
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While the attatlfWes srif tstaters are a fixed quantity in

the calcul.ataniis Tmmluitates, the decisions of voters will

depend on the posataxints thcandidates take.- Given the

candi'dates'Inow the faetrrEtihrian of voter 'attitudes,, what

positions, for them _ant IT=LLCCITML?

. Assume that the AL only two candidates in the race,

and the distribution if asters .isempetrpc and unimodal,

as illustrated laCTaxxve E. Er: candidates A and B take the

positions shown L,. A will certainly attract all the

voters to the left Pi :Liss goeftfan, and B all the voters to

the rIght Cf hawpeatasn.. Ef apth candidates are an equal

distance from tEe mealiater, they will split the vote in the

middle (the left 0,Eag to Nand the right half going to

B). The rase wail tn.:re:fere end in a tie, with half the.

votes to the leis of tnt median] going to A and half the

votes (to the raxtt rd the melli.in1 going to Bw

Could either larnfusitte'sio better by changing his posi-

tion? If B's posatam rema.ins fixed, A could move alongside

B,,just to, his left. aiul .tautare oil.: the votes to B's left.

Since A would baAt IIMPA.kat ta the right of the median, he would,

by changing his P0+11:11,17M nn. this manner, receive a majority of

the votes and there*. wrrm the election.
9

=

But, using an analpluros argument for 3, there is no

rational reason fur tuna tai stick to his original position to

the right of the mefaxa.- He should. apvroacji A's original

position to captuae mous xates to his fight. .In other words,

both candidates, a;:t4mg-,raitEana.11y: should approach each

other and the median- liiisu.Ld one candidate (say, Al move

past the median, tout t* other (3) stop at the median, B

.
9

1 assume 'or 1MM tilD1 A dues nat suffer any electoral penalty

at the polls from obanpirnI 146, smeix.ion, though fluctuations alongrthe

co uum may emoWe a .carpe se 6e.ing. "wishy-washy`," which is a feature

of c didate hosititm Item 0 sit If analyse in seg.tion 8. Alternative4y,

the movements" tfiaci5eb them:raw Se thought to occur mostly in the
minds of the candidei -s theism one?, announce their#actual positions.

02(itrt--
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would'recei've not only the 50 percent of the votes to his

left but 'also some votes to his right that fall. between his

(mectian) position:and A's positioh Anow to B's right).

Hence, there 1is not only an incentive for both Candidates to
move toward the median but not to overstep. it as well.

The consequence of these calculations is that the-Meddan
position is optimal for°both candidates. Pfesumab y, if they
both adopted the median position, voters would be indifferent
to the choice between the two candidates on the basis of

their positions alone and would make their choice on dome
other grounds.

More formally, the median position is optimal for a

candidate if shere'is no other position that can guarantee
him a better outcome (i.e., more votes),. regardless of what

position the other'cuididate adopts.- Naturally, if'B adopted
the position shown for him in Figure 1, it would be.rational.

for A to move alongside him to maximize hid vote 'total,

have already demonstrated.' But this nonmedian.posij of a
would not ensure Lin ef SO percent of the votes if B did not
remain fixed but instead` his position (say, to the
median). Thus, the median is optimal in our example in the
sense that it guarantees a candidate at least 50 percent of
the total vote no matter what the other candidate does.

Exercise 1. Define a candidate's position in a two-candidate race to be

opposition-optimal if, given the position of an opponent is fixed, it

maximizes his (the first candidate's) vote total. ShoWthat a candi-

date's opposition-optimal Pbsition must be adjacent to his opponents

position. (Roughly speaking, "adjaencyP means an infinitekimar dis-

tance away:),

Exercise 2g 'If the fixed position of an oppon nt in a two-candidate
.

race is not at the,median, show that a Candida 's opposition-optimal

position is adjacent to his 6ppopent's and clo er to the mediSn.

1

-17-
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The median is also "stable" in our example because, if

one .candidate'adolAs this position, the Qther candidate has
no incentive to choose any other position. More formally, a
plositkon is in equilibrium if, given it is chosen'hy both

candidates, neither candidate is motivated unilatefally to
depart from it. Thus, the median.fnour 'example is both

optimal (offers a guarantee of a minimum numberof votes)
and is in equilibrium (once chosen by both candidates, there
is no incentive for either unilaterally to depart from it).

A surprising consequence of all two-candidate electipns,
is that, whatever the distributjonkof attitudes among the:-
electorate, the median losesnone of its appeal in a single
issue election. Consider the distrib'ution of the electorate

in Figure 2, which is bimodal hasN.two peaks) and is

,Mn Md

Positions

Figure 2. Nonsymmetric, bimodal distribution in which median
and mean do not coincide.

not symmetric. Applying the logic of our previous analysis,

it is not difficult to show,that the median is once again the
optimal, equilibrium position for two candidates.

In this case, however., the mean (Mn), which is the point
at which the voters, weighted by their positions along the

a
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O
continuum, are balanced on the left and right'of.Mn, dobes'not

coincide with the median, This is be'causa the distribution
-r-

eds skewed-4o the right, which necessarily pushes the median,
. to the right of the'mean. A sufficient condition for the
' raedian and meaner to coincide is that the distribution be sym-
metric, but ts condition is not necessary: the,median and
mean may still coincide if a distribution is nonsymmetric;

:t as illustrated in Figure.3.'

Mn

Positions

Figure 3. NOpsymmitric, bimodal distribution in which
mean and median coincide.

-

The lesson-derived from Figure 2 is that it may not be

rational d'r'a.candidaie to take "weightediaverage"
p.fon on an issye (1.e., at the mean) if the distribut ion of

. .

attitudes 9f the electorate is skewed td the left or right.
, Figure 3 indicates, however, that the noncoincidence of the
'median and,meln is not necessarily related to the lack of
symmetry in a distribution: half the voters may still lie

to the left, and half to the right, of the mean (as well as
the median) LL.-the diieributipn.is ionsymmetric,,

-19-
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Exercise 3: As a rough approximation to the continuous distribution

Figure 2, consider the fEllo4Ing discrete distribution of 19 voters

whose positions on a 0-1 scale are as follows:

in

1 voter at 0.1

3 voters at 0.2

voters at.0.3

2 voters at 0.5 /

3 voters at

6 voters at 0.8,

2 voters at 0,9

What is the median position? ,What is themean?

Exercise Asa rough approximation to the continuous distribtion in

Figure 3, consider the following discrete distribution of 25 voters_

whose position,o6 a 0-1 scale are as follows:

2 voters at _Q\.0

3 voter,s at 0.

4 voters at 0.3

3 voters at 0.4.

2 voters -at 0.5

4 voters at 0.7

6 voters at 0.i
-

? voter at 0.9

What is the median position? What is the mean,

Given the desirability of the median position in a two-,

candiate, single-issue election, is it any wonder why candi- .

dates who prize winning try so hard to avoid extreme positions?

Even, as in Fiitires i and 3, when the greatest concentration

of voters does not lie at the median but instead of a mode

(the mode- to the right of the pediaxin both/these figures),

a candidate would be foolish to adopt this modal position.

For although hejilay very much please right-leaning,vOiers,

;20-
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his opponent, by sidling up to this position but still
staying to the left of the mode,:would win the votes of a
maliority of voters.

Voters on the far left may pot. be particularly pleased
to see both candidates situate themselves at or near the

right-hand modes in Figures 2 and 3, but in a two-person race
they have nobody else to whom to turn. Of course, if left-
leaning voters shodld feel sufficiently alienated by both
candidates, they may decipe not to vote at all, which has

implications for the analysis that will be explored An section
8.

z

I conclude this Section by.ment oning a rather- different
"application of the analysis as it his been developed so far.

4
.

This applica.t-ion'is to buspness, which in fact xas the first
substantive area to which spatial analysis was applied." ,

Consider two competitive fetail businesses (say, department
stores) that consider locating their stores somewhere. along

4the main street that runs through a city. Assume
..

that,
beNse transportation is costly, people will buy at the

department store nearest to them. Then the analysis says
that, however the population is distributed along (or near)
the main, street, the best location is the median. If the ,

city';population'lis uniforMly distributed (i.e:;Apot concen-
trated atone end or the other of the main street), then this
/ocation will, of course, be at the center of the main street.

..

.--

Indeed, clusters of similar stores d're 'frequently bunched
toge9ernear the ester of the main street, though these

.

stores mar not'be:1artieularly convenient to people who live 1

-far from the city's centerif.e., mediahimean,'if the city'
population'is uniformly.disiribute4)--and, consequently, not
1p the public interest since their location di;criminates

.

-

I .) 10
See Hotel leing (1929); Lerner and Singer (1937).; and Smithies

1941). .. ,
e

e \ ' ..'j
. ah
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'againsethese people. Ti accommodate shoppers, in the

suburbs as their density has increased over the yeas, how-

ever, shopping centers have sprung up, which--ih terms of

the previous analysis--says that new candidates have been

motivated to enter the race. 10'

The rationality of entry into a political race is an

interesting but almost totally neglected question in the '4

study of electiZns. Becausedgiresidential primaries, espe,

cially at the start of the sequence, tend to attract many

candidates, it seems useful to ask what conditions make entry

in a multi-candidate ice attractive.

A

v

11 Hotel ling (1925,,p 53). The optimum, Hotelling argues,.
would be for the stores to locate at the 1/4 and 3/4 points along the
main 'street so that no customer would have to travel.More than 1/4 of
the length of the street to buy at one sore. On the other hand, one
might orgue that if both stores were located at the center, the public
Interest would be served because greater competition would be fostered.

1

2 6
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Rational Positions
in a Multi-Candidate Race

7.4

If there are no positions that a potential candidate can
take in a primary that offejAome possibility of success,

then it will not be rational for hith to enter, the race in the
first place. For a potential candidate, then, the- rational-

ity of entering a race, ancLthe rationality of the positions

he might take once he enters, really pose the same question.

Assume that two ceihdidates-have alyeady entered a pri-

mary,*and consistent with the analysis in section 4, they

both take the median position (or positions very close'to it
so that they are effectively indistinguishable?. Is there

any "room" for a third candidate? 12

12
This question is considered, briefly in Robertsoil (1976, AppenRix

of new voters. In light of the subsequent an sis, Robertson's state-
ment

in the context of an electorate- that change with the enfranchisement

ment that "all that we say [about a tw6-party system] can be generalised
to multiparty systems without too much difficdity" (p: 7) is hard to
accept.

f
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Consider Figure 1, but now imagine that A and B have

both moved to the median and therefore split the vote since,

they take the same position. Now if a third candidate C

enters and takes a position on either side of the median (say,

to the right), it is easy to demonstrate that the area under

tWe (distribution to C's right may encompass less than 1/3 of

the total area under the distribution curve and still enable

C to win a plurality of votes.

To see, why this is so, in Figure 4 I have designated,

for a position of C to the right of A B (st the median), the

A/B C

Position's

Figure 4. Three candidates: symmetric, unimodal distribution.

portion'of the electorate's votes that A/B on the one hand,

and C, on the other, would receive. If C's area (shaded) is

greater than 1/2 of A/B's area (unshaded), he will win more .

votes than A or B. (Recall that A and B split their portion

of the vote since they take the same [median]. position.)

Now C's area includes nbt only the voters to the right

of his position but also some voters'to his left,. More pre-

cisely, he will attract voters up to the point midway between.

. his position on the horizontal axis and that of A/B: A

28. -24-
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and B, will split the totes to .the °left of this point, C will
win all the votes to the right of this point. Sine C picks
up some votes to the left of his position; this 4,s why less
than 1/3 of the electorate can lie at or to his right and
he can still win,i plurality ng more than 1/3 of the total '
vote.

Exercise 5. For.the voter distribution giiien. in Exercise 4, assume C's
position is at'0.8 and A/B's at the median. 'Verify that the proposf-.
tion that "less than 1/3 of the electorate 'can lie at or to his [C's]
right and he [C] can still win a plurality of more than 1/3 of the
total vote" is true.

°

l'similar reasoning, it is possible to show that a
fourthocandidate D tOuld take a position to the left Of.A/B

,and further' chip away at the, total of the two centrists..
Indeed, D codld beat candidate C as'well as A and 13-4if
moved closer /o A/B '(from the left) than C moved (from the
right).

Clearly,"the:median position has little appeal, and
is in fact quite vui'nerable, to a third or fourth candidate.
contemplating arun,against two centrists, This is one les-
sonAthat centrist candidates Hubert Humphrey and Edmund °,

Muskie learned to their dismay in the early Demotratic, pri-
maries in 1972 when Gecom McGdkern and George Wallace
mounted challenges from the left and right, respective'y.
Only after Muskie was eliminated,. and Wallace was disabled
by an assassin and forced to withdraw,, did Humphrey begin
to 'make gains on Mccovern in the later primaries, but not by
enough to win.

4

In fact, there are to positioni in 'a' two-candidate race,
for practically any distributiqn of the electorate, in which

. at least one of the two candidates cannot be beaten by a

-25-
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third (or fourth) candidate.
13 I have already shown that

both candidi.te; in a two-candidate race can be beaten by a

third (or fourth) candidate if they both adopt the median

position. Indeed', it is easy to show that whatever position

two candidates adopt (not necessarily the same), one will

.
always be vulnerable to,a third candidate; if the other is

not; he will be vulnerable to a fourth candidate.14

What if two candidates, perhaps anticipating other

entrants and realizing the vulnerability of the mediantake

different positions, as illustrated in Figure 5? In this

example, because the distribution is bimodal (as well as being

symmetric),positions at the modes would seem strong posi-

tions for each of two candidates to hold.

Mde

Mn

\ Positions

Figure.5. Two candidates: symmetric, bimodal dLstribution.

c

13Glven Certain assumptions, there are equilibrium positions as the
number of candidates increases and the original candidates are free to

'change their positions, too, but this fact does not inhibit the entry of

new candidates (see note 16 below). Lerner and Singer (1537, pp. 176-

182) provide ,details on equilibria in multi-candidate races, though their
analysis is developed for buyers and sellers in a competitive market.

14
4

FOr details, see the Appendix.
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But enter now az rightlleaning'third candidateC, who
would liketo push candidate B out of the race. Excluding

tNepbssibility of ties, either there are (0 more v ers

to the right of B than between B and the median/mean

(ii) the opposite is true. If (d) is true, then C can beat
'B by moving alongside B to his right; mf (ii) is true, then

C can beat eby moving alongside B to.his left. In either

event, B is vulnerable to'a third candidate C (and A would

be vulnerableNto a fourth candidate D for similar reasons).

Hence, a third (o/ fourth) candidate cart, by himself, knock
out at least one of the two original candidates (A and B)

in our example.

Exercise 6. Define a joint defensive optimal strategy of two candidates

to be one which makes 'it impossible for a third candidate to defeat both

of them. (As was shown nn the text, it is always possible for a third

candidate to defeat at least one of the two original candidates, whatever

their positions.) Can yeu think of a joint defensive-optimal strategy of

two candidates--that is, one that would prevent the defeat of one of them

by a third-candidate?

Exhrcise 7.; Does it seem plausible that two candidates would conscio I

plan their electoral strategies together to make entry by a third candi-

date unrewarding? Doe*s a fortuitous choice of such strategies by the

two original& candidates seem Plausible?

Exercise 8r Can you think of a joint defensive-optimal strategy of two

candidates that would, prevent defeat of one of them by a third and fourth
.

candidate?

It is clear from the answers to the preceding exercises

that any positions that two candidates might take in single-

issue races are vulnerable to%third and fourth candidate.
Therj is, in fact, alwaysa place along a left-right contin-

uum at which a new candidate can locate' himself that will

displace one or.more nearby candidates.
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This conclusion is in direct conflict with Anthonyi

Downs's assertion that "there is a limit t6 the number of

parties [candidates in the present analysis) which can be

supported by any one distribution. When that limit is

reached,'no more parlieS can be successfully introduced. "15

On the contrary, nosuch limit exits, for reasons already

given.16

This analysis thus tovides an explanation, in terms of

the rational choices of both voters and candidates, why many

candidates may initially be drawn into the primary fray. As

cases in point, in the first Democratic primary in New

Hampshire in 1976, four candidates each received more than 16

percen0,t of the vote, while in the second primary in

Massachusetts seven candidates each received at least er-

cent of the vote. In neither pripary did the front-runne

(jimmy Carter in New Hampshire, Henry Jackson in Massachuset

receive as much as 30 percent of the total Democratic vote.

15
Downs (1957, p. 123).

,

16
Downs.seems falsely to have thought that (1) his assumption that

a party, is not pqrfectly mobile--"cannot leap over the heads of its
neighbdrs" once it has come into being--would prevent disequilibrkum;
(ii) once equilibrium is reached"new partieS , cannot upset" it
(Downs, 1957, p. 123). With respect to (i), a formof cooperattonnot
just competitiOn with restricted mobilitythat allows the parties to
make simultaneous adjustments seems also necessary for parties to rdach
eqUilibrium positions (assuming they exist); with respect to (ii), the
eoncept of equiliprium implies only that no old party can, benefit from
unilaterally sirrting its position but says nothing about the benefits- -
discussed in Oe text--that ma% accrue to new parties that take up other
positions alopg the continuum.

''32-
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6

The Winnowing-Out
Process in Primaries

So-ar I have restricted the spatial analysis of pre'si-
'dential primaries to a single election in which the positions .

4that candidates take on a single issue totally, determine the
vote they receive. Unlike

\
the general eleCtion, however, in

which the party affiliation of a idential candidate may
account for a substantial

s vote independent of s
the position he takes on a issue, e assumption that a
candidate's position on an 'e,is determinative doe* not
seem an unreasonable one which to launch an analysis of
primaries. Indeed, most ndidates in presidential primaries
tend to be identified as "liberal," "moderate," or "conserve-.

tive," based on their positions on a range of domestic and
foreign policy questions. (In section i3, however, I shall
show that if there arb multiple issues on which candidates
are *im taneoilsly evaluated,-'the simPle..one-dimensional
spatial analysis heretofore discribed may not yield optimal '.
positionssthat are in equilibrium.)

4 3.3
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Tiob spatAaA staWysAs in section. 5 suggested why many

candidates awe an mum thy presidential primaries. To be

sure, if hn fi-ormilii)emTt grestdeat ar vice president is running,

or even cnnterapUaraes munntopc, memhers of his party may be

deterred fmnm mote the grim:a:ries because of the built-in

advantages that Ids ancarheacw hrimgsj7 But, it should be

pointed owt Inciathernry, tat stop Eugene McCarthy from

challenging lynadCon Aciimfarrk La the I9da Democratic primaries,

Paul NrCliosley :aux chm2Beagam Richard Nixon in the 1972

Republican priummaes, ma actual& Reagan from challenging Gerald

Ford in the mod' TaBiTuillthaairn Fe-tam:ries-

Generaldy spenlarag mast primary challenges' that have

been mounted agnAnst an innimammt tor recent presidential

elections have lennthriglie-imma crusades and can be vieked,

thereinre, as esseantaEEF ram-candidate contests. On the

other land wihon an Antwahett ides mat run, the field opens

up and .many maxdaboles are Imatuatel to stake out claims at

various pD-+-ari Axing thy Deft-right continuum, as I showed

earlier-

To explahn
i

eaumay off mudziple candidates into pri-

maries 1 ronsaderaet the contest far the nomination as if it

were ane electAnn an anathema candidate sought to maximize

his'vote Intel- Rut thiosIlinited perspective clearly will

not 4o to
Inc

Balm the emrat rad candidates from primaries.

ly them:et Argartant feature of presidential

primaries distramgmisahMug them from artier elections is their

sequential natame,; At fs fferrummance is the sequencenot in

one primary eleatacon--that as crucial. to a candidate's

.success- .

This farm As anmanyyetil %prate dramatically by statistics

from the 3172 his granaries_ La these primaries ;&

roughly 1'6 rdllaran motes were cast, with George McGovern

17frsr,a rraxtilantall arnallwasii% sff thils Istestraff, see Bra= (19Z6, pp.
126-135). arui me-anima:est uttererrn..
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polling 25t3.Arcent of the total primary vote and Hubert
Humphrey 25.4 percent, despite enterinelate. 18

Nonetheless,
though McGovern receivedAfewer Primary votes than Humphrey,

4e.and'little more than a quarter ef the total, he went'on to
win his party's nomination on the i<irst ballot at the
national convention.

Hugh A. Bone and Austin Ranney attribute McGovern's
success "to certain breaks,"19 but it seems that a winning
strategy in a series of primaries is more than a matter of
luak: I shall not try to analyze McGovern's success specif40
ically, however, but rather attempt to identify optimal
strategies oveca sequente of elections generally.

As an institution, one is immediately struck by xhe
. .

fact that primaries play less, of a rale in_selecting candi-
'dates 'tha,Pin eliminating them. Candidates who have won or
done well in the primaries, such as Estes Kefauver in the 1952
Democratic primaries or Eugene McCarthy in the 1968 Democratic
primaries, have, despite theix impressive showings, last their
party's nomination to candidates Who did not enter the pri-
maries (Adlal Stevenson in 1952, Hubert Humphrey in 1968).
No' candidatcwho has been defeated in the primaries, however,

has ever gone on to capture his party'ts nomination in the
convention.

Once a candidate ehters the primaries, his first-priority
goal is not tp be eliminated. In a multi-candidate race, this
goal most often translates 'imp not being diptItatIO by an

A opponent, or opppnents, who appeal to the same segment of the
party electorate.

For convenience, assume_that there. are three identifiable
4 segments of the party electorate: liberal, Moderate, end

conservative. This trichotomization of the electorate may

18
Bone and Ranney (1976, p. 81

Bone and Ra ney.(1976, p. 81).
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not always be an accurate way of categoniving different

positions..in multi-candidate races, but these label.sar com-

monly used by the,media.and the public.

A candidate who takes a position on the left-right

continuum will: I assume, fal into one of these three c4-

ments. Depending on the segme he is rdentiffect with, he

will be viewed to be in a contest -at least in the first

primaries--with only those .other call dates who take positkons

in this segment.

What is .likely to happen if there are at least three

candidates contesting the vote in each segment? More spe

cifi'Cally, who is likely to beat whom ih the first-round

battles and survive the cuts of candidates in each segment? .

If the distribution of the electorate is symmetric and

unimoxIal, as pictured in Figure 1, thenothe liberal segment

will appearas in Figure 6, wit4 the median of this segment

to,the right of the mean. For reasons given in section 4, the

Figure 6. L beral segment of symmetric,
unimodal distribution.

.."-""

media4 will be attractive .in a two-candidate liberal contest,

but should a thiri,candidate battle two candidates who take

the median position in this segment, then Ti s rational strategy
4

-32- ,
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would be to move to the right of the median--and toward the

center of the overall distribution. -where more of the voters

are concentrated in the liberal, and adjoining moderate, segments.

This movement toward the center may be reinforced by

two considerations, one retated to the concentration of votes

near the Center and the other by an anticipation of future

possibilities in the race. As discussed in section 8, if

voters become alienated by a candidate whose position is too

far from their olp, respond by not voting, a candidate

would minimize this koblem by being to thesright rather than

the left of the median in Figure 6, where a loss a given

distance from y,S position would be numerically less damaging
At.

In addition,'appsition to the right of the media!' is more

attractive as moderate candidates are eliminated and the

liberal s vivor can begin,to encroach on voters who fall into

the modtr to segment.

Thus, liberal candidates will be motivated to move toward

tht moderate segment and, for analogous reas6*, conservative

candidates will also be motivated to move toward the Moderate

segment (though,from the opposite direction). What should

the moderates do in their own segment (see Figure 1)?

Md

Mn

- ?mittens

Figute 7. Moderate segment.of
symmetric, unimodai
distribution.
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If two candidates take.the median position, which is

also the mean because of the symmetry of this segment, thed

a third-moderate candidate would be indifferent to taking a

position to the left or right of the_median/mean svce voters

are'symmetricaIly distributed on either side. To illustrate

the consequences' of a nonmedian position, as /ume that the

third candidate takes a position somewhat to the right in the

moderate segment. He thereby captures aoplura4ty of the

moderate'votes against his two opponents at the median (for

reasons given in section 5 for the entire distribution) and

eliminates them ftm the contest.

If, as I argued earlier, a moderate-leaning liberal and

a moderate-leaning conservative are advantaged in their seg-

ments in'multi-candidate contests, they can eliminate their

median opponents from the respective contests on the left and

right. As a consequence Of these outcomes, the election

would reduceto a three-way contest among a liberal (L)4 a

moderate (M), and a conservative (C), with positions approxi-

mately as shown in Figure 8. (As indicated earlier, I assume

Md
Mn

Positions

Figure8. Three-way contest among, liberal, moderate, and
conservative candidates.

that the tmoderate takes a position to the right of the median/

mean.).
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In this manner, the initial primaries serve the purpose
of reducing the serious candidates in each segment to just
one. But the elimination process ales not stop here. In
fact, if as few as 1/4 of'the voters lie to the left, and 1/4
of the voters lie to the right, of the liberal'and conserva-
tive candidates,. respectively (see Figure 8)

/
is is unlikely

that the moderate candidate will get the most votes. For, by,

'the previous assumption, he is not at the median but to its
right, so he will in all likelihood receive hardly more than
1/2 of those votes in the middle (or 1/4 of

-
the total, since

\ 1/2 of theototal fall between L and C). 20

Hence, the moderate candidate will probably receive
fe ervotes than the liberal Candidate and perh'aps fewer than
fh conservative candidate as well. For both the liberal and '
conservative candidates will pick up all the votes to their
left and right, respectively (1/4 of the total); plus all
votes in the moderate segment up to the point midway between

their positions and those of the moderate'candidate. In _fact,
if the liberal and conservative candidates ca ''supplement ,..

their-1/4 liberal and 1/4 conservative supporilFwith as few as
an additional 1/4 of the total votes from the moftrate seg-

t, they would each receive 1/3 of the tot9. dlid theleby
me

4it the moderate candidate to 1/3, too. 4

L.

If the moderate candidate's position were at the median, he would
receive more than 1/2 the votes between the points L and C since voters
are more concentrated around the median tile at,L or C. But being to the
right of the median, the votes that would be divided between him and the
liberal candidate at the 'point midway between L and M would, if he were
sufficiently far away from Md/Mn, give the advantage to the liberal candi-
date. The conservative candidate would get fewer votes the closer the
moderate candidate approached him, but, depending on the syribution, it
is certainly possible that the liberal and conservative fd both beat
the moderate in the three-way contest depicted In Figure

39
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.Exercise...9. As a rough approximation to the continuous distribution in

Figure 8, consider the following discrete distribution of 25 voters

whose positions on a 0-1'scale are as follows:

1 voter at 0.1

2 voters at 0.2

3 voters at 0.3

4 voters at 0.4

5 voters at 0.5

4 voters at 0.6

3 voters at 0.7

2 voters at 0.8

1 voter at 0.9

4

Yr"

Assume L is at position 0.3 (6 voters, or 24 percent, at or to his left)

and C is at position 0.7(6 voters, or 24 percent, at or to his right).

If M is at 0.6 (slightly to the right of Md = 0.5, as indicated in

Figbr 8), would L and C succeed in limiting him to less than 1/3 of the

total vote? Now would L and C do?

Exercise 10. Is thert any position that M can take between L and C tat

Guid guarantee him victory in the election?
ON

Because of the vulnerability of the center to simultane-

ous challenges from the left and right, it is really not

surprising that a liberal candidate like McGovern could win

his party's nomination with only slightly more than 25

percent of the primary.votes. More generally, a moderate

candidate can be squeezed out of the race by challengers onrii.

both sides'of the spectrum even when the bulk of voters fall7

in the middle. If most Voters are not concentrated in the

middle) but tend instead to be either liberal or conserva-

tive, then of course the problems of a moderate are aggravated.

10 -36-
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Exercise II. FOr,the 6imodirvoter distribution given in Exercise 4,

show that there is no position between L at 0.3 and C at 0.7 that would
re in M's receiving more than 5 votes, or 20 percent. of ttettal.

Even if most voters are concentrated\ in the middle, the
moderate may face another kind of problem: Contrary to the
model postulated eaier,, more than one. moderate may attract

a sufficient number og votes to survive the early primaries.
But opposed by just, one surviving,liberal and one surviving
conservative in the later primaries, the two or more mod-
erates who divide the centrist vote Nall lose votes as the
.primaries Proceed, relative to the, liberal and conservative
candidates who pick up votes'from Ahdse in their segment
whom they eliminate. The 1964 Republican primaries are an
example of this situation, in which Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr.,
a moderate, lost out to Nelson Rockefeller and Barry
Goldwater, the' liberal and conseryativescandidates whp fought
a final climactic battle in the Califormia primary that
Goldwater won.

Moderates are not inevitably displaced.in a sequence of
44",0040.-.primaries - -as the case of Jimmy Cart**in the 1976 Democratic

primarttV0demonstrates--but this has been 'one trend in recent

years in heavily contested primaries in both parties. .As I

have tried to show; spatial analysis enables,one to understand..
quite well the weakness'of moderates when squeezed from the
left and right in a series of elimination contests.

O
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ila Factor of Timing

Primaries, I have suggested, are first and foremost

elipination contests that pare down fhe field of Contenders
over time. ImPliciiethe previous analysis has, been the

assumption that the key to victory in the primaries is she'

position that. a candidate takes on a left-right continuum

in *elation to the positions taken by other candidates. Thus,

,a candidate's goal of avoiding, elimination, and eventually

winning, cannot be pursued independently of the strategies
"Othet candidates follow in pursuit of the same goal. This

qualiiy of 'primaries, 'and elections,generallf, is what gives

- 'such contests the characteristics of a game, in which winning

:depends on the choices that all players make.

42
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Since the rgles-of primaries do not prescribe that these
.choices be simultaneous, 21

there would appear to be advan-

tages in choosing after the other players have committed them-

selves and the strengths and weaknesses of their'positions

can be better assessed. Indeed, some candidates avoid the

early primaries, and join the fray at a later stage, on the

,basis of just such strategic calculations. Robert Kennedy,

for example; stayed out of the 1968 Democratic primaries

until the weakness of Lyndon Johnson's position as the incum-

bent became apparent, and Johnson had withdrawn from the race,

before engaging Eugene McCarthy in Indiana and the later

primaries.

,,A4 more extreme case of a late-starter was Hubert Humphrey,

who stayed out of the 1968 Democratic primaries altogether,

apparently. believing that as the incumbent vice president he

stood his best chance in the national party convention, He

was not to be disappointed, winning on the first ballot in

the convention, though his only Serious opposition came from

McCarthy because of the earlier assassination of Kennedy after

the California primary.

The advantages of starting late, when the positions of

one's opponents are known and their weaknesses can be identi-.
fied and exploited, must be balanced against the organizational

difficulties one faces in.launching a campaign hurriedly.

Last-minute efforts by even well-known candidates have often

fizzled. out.

The campaigns of some late-starters do take off, however,

as illustrated by Robert Kennedy's run for the 1968 Democratic

21
In some states,jhese choices are not made by the candidates at

all but by a state offrciakwho plates the names of all recognized candi-
dates on the ballot, whether they have formally announced their candidacies'
or not. In other states, there Are filing Gates that must be met if one's
name is to appear on the ballot.' But even these can be ignored in most
states if one runs as a write-in candidate. However, successful write -in
campaigns, especially by nonincumbents, are rare, notwithstanding Henry
Cabot Lodge, Jr.'s victory as a write-in in the 1964 Republican primary
in New Hampshire. *
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nomination before he was assassinated. °True, it
only already well-known contenders who enjoy the
of holding out on,announcing theivcandiaacies.'

is usually

pifilege

Candidates.-
who came from nowhere, like Eugene McCarthy in 1968, George
McGovern in,r972, and Jimmy Carter in 1976, have no choice
but to start their campaigns very early in order to acquire
sufficient recognition to..make'a serious run../-

.-How can spatial analysis be used to model the factor
of timing? Congider the situation in which severalcandidates

owto the left and right ofthe median struggle for their party's
4pomination in the early primaries. Assume that their various
positions fall within the shaded bands pictured in Figure 9,
in'which the disfiibution of voter aftitudes is assumed to be
symmetric and unimodal.

4J

Md
Mn

Positions

Figure 9. Bands encompassing Positions of candidates on left
and. right.

ti

Assume that a prominent moderate poi clan considers
'making a bid for his party's nomination 'by positioning himself
somewhere near the/median/mean.. He.calculates that his
chances of winning his party's nomination are good if extreme
'(e) candidates are the ones to survive in the early primaries
on.the left and right (at positions L and C

e), since he wj.11.
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be able to capture the bulk of the votes in the middle of the

distribution. On the other hand, if moderate (m) candidates

are the ones to survive in the early primaries (at positions

Lm and Cm),, he will probably be squeezed out by one or the

other if he runs, for, reasons given in section 6:

. Thus, to gain a better picture\of his chances, the

prominent moderate may decide to await the results of the

/ early primaries before making his decision, even rf it means

postponing the building of a campaign organization that

would enable him to make a stronger bid. Aside from the prob-

lem oT organizing an effective campaignInte in the game,

however, there may 'be. a more compelling reason to avoid an

announcement,. based on spatial considerations.

!Assume thaethe survivors of the early pLmaries are an

extreme liberal candidate (at L
e
) and a moderate conservative

candidate (at Cm). Thus, if the moderate runs, he would be

- .squeezed more from the right thaq from the left. Clearly, his

;:_chances are not so favorable as they would be if he faced two

extreme candidates on the left and rightt. Nonetheless, what

spatial analysis,clarifies is how he can capitaliie on the

information he -gins from awaiting the results of the ,early

primaries to position himself optimally against his.two sur-

viving opponents at Le and Cm.

Although one might think initially that a hold-out

moderate could maximize his vote total by taking a'position

midway between Le and Cm, a glande at Figure 9 will show this

to he'a poor strategy. Instead, he should take a position to

the right of the medfin/mean near. Cm.

The latter strategy follows from thejact that the votes

he gives up to his Le Opponent as he moves to the right of

the Inedian/iean are more than compensated for, by the votes he

gains from his Cm opponent as he moves toward his pdsition.

Visually, it ca.p.be seen from Figure 9 that there are more

votes in the AE-region just past the midway point between the

median /mean and Cm than in the A-region just past the midway

45
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point between Le and the median/mean. Therefote, a moderate

gains more votes'(in the right IN-region) than he loses (in

the left t,-4etion) as'he moves rightward toward Cm.

We see, then, that if the distributionNef voter attitudes

is symmetric and'unimddal, a late-startineflioderate's'beSt

Weapon against opponents on his left and right is to move

toward his more moderate opponent. Our qualitative analysis

does not say exactly how far he should move, butthis is a

problem that can easily be solved if the distribution of

voter attitudes is known.

Exercise 12. For the symmetric, unimo' dal voter distribution given In,
Exercise 9, assume Le is at 0.2 and Cm is at 0.7. Show that the position
m of a moderated M Chit maximizes his vote total is not at the median 0.5
but to the right of Md.

Exercise 13 (optional). Consider the continuous density function
f(x) 6(x-x2), which defines the (unique) parabola,-iymmetri,cal 'about a
vertical axis, that passes through pornt5 t0,0) and (1,0)- and whose area
in the interval 0 < x < 1 is ,

6(f-x2)dx = 1.,

As in Exercise 12, assume that Le is at 0.2 and Cm is at 0.7. Draw a

graph of the voter distribution curve defined by f(x) and show that the
position of a moderate M that maximizes his vote total is m 7 0.55.

I.

:The analysis in this section can be extendedto different-

shaped distributions and cantincorporate different assumptions

about the positions of committed candidates and'the timing of

the announcement of an uncommitted chndidate. My main purptse,

hoWever, has been to introduce with a simple example the fac-

tor of timing into the spatial analysis of primaries, not to

try to treat this subject exhaustively. It 4s a subject that

deserves much more systematic attention than it has received

in the literature.
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Fuzzy Positions and Alienation

ft

In section 7 I considered
the possibility that there may .be several candidates to the'left of the median, and several

candidates to the right, whose collective positions can be
represented by bands, rather than lines, on the distribution.
This same represent

can also be used to model the posi-
tions of candidates that are fuzzy, i.e., that cover a range
on the left-right continuum instead of occurring at a gO.nile
point on the continuum.

. =

Fuzzy positioris in campaigns are well-known and reflected
in such ;tat!ements'as, "I will give careful consideration

'to . . ." (all positions are open and presumably equally
likely), VI am leaning toward : . ." (one position is favored
over the others but not

,a certain choice), and "I will do this,
if such and such-. ._."" (choices depend on such-,and-such
factors). Such ambiguous statements may be interpreted as
probability distributions, or lotteries, over specific posi-
tions and have been shOwnrgunder

certain circumstances, to be

4-5
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rational Choirs mutt omAff- fmr c.,a?adidateS but for voters as

w e 11 22 . I

I

To model ,try gositimas E that introduce proba-

bilities i,rra ahe smatuad amaEwsis but instead shall analyze

some ippJir-sTiros off haat wersespoint positions. First,

however,, to motivate the suhsequent analysisiconsider why

a cazdiawrpinaT lint mmmt to adagt a cIgar-cui position on an

issue_

Perhaps t± maramigeE &sad:vent:lige of clarity in a

°campaign is thatMhtlle attrartimt same voters, it may

alienate others ardemeademrET of the positions that other

candidarl.. c take that hs voters 4flfficieatly far from the

position that a -nnTriiii-Anaf. taies at a particular point on the

continuum may feel'. disaffartat "ough not to vote at all,

.even given the fact that iris paritiim is closer to theirs,

than that Dimly other candidate_

Much ±M5 hem made of the "alienated voter" in the voting

behavior lateratare Arth many Jiifferent reasons off red for
23

= his alienatinn- Althmatb: there is not universal greement

' . on why voters .BUT alaemated, the fact of alienationas

lasurd wmarpMe the numheraf citizens who fail to

vote--i$ irhisgumalbEce. "To he sum, some voters fail to vote

be2atfe of destriotroms (,e4_, residency requirements),

but the mast ankbiratwapforrautters irti a presidential

4 electionan avenue of oho= 4(Y gercemt in recent presi-
24dential ilectdomsc, .which mEimked to a histaric high of 46

percent in IY75 are eTigahle flu,* choose dot to exercise

their Urn aormetititm primarte4, bt ramparison,

an even greater gammortam of eEigible vatgs-rane,average of

.
-41 2'25ee Taws ((1150 gap.. 533-65,) and re_ferten ces cited therein.

23_ ...
ihe =11asstIc smutky him iiingin 011M).. Fair recent analyses, see

Mr ight (1Y/4),-, small samenail arralicr.11es am "Frafii il:al' ill ienation in' America"
(1,574)..

.a %rne Tntl Ramey ((rffig6 pp. iigure 11

15+1,14Per tftt 311- (OEM a) - 7722))-



about 60 percent in recent elections--dg not vote,
26

though

typically there are more candidates from whom to choose than

in thegeneral

Spatially, I shall assime that the alienation of a voter

is a direct function of hiS distance from the position of the

candidate closest to his position; If.this distance is suf-

ficiently great, then the voter's*aliena2ion overcomes his

desire to vote for the candidate'elOsest to him and he,becomes

a nonvoter. In the economist's language, if the demand for a

product (candidate) iB-1131tic (i.e., depends on its price),

that product (candidatf) will not be purchased if the price

for a customer (voter) becomes too high (voter is too far

from a candidate's position).

The alienation of voters "too far" from any candidate's

position may contravene findings from our earlier analysis.

For example, alienation will tend to ndermine the desirability

. of the median/Mean/in Fi ure 3, and nhance the desirability of

the two modes in this ure, as th optimal positions in a

two-candidate race. i

The reason is that the number of voter lienated a

given distance from the median/mean may be more n the num-

bers alienated the same distance from either mode. The

decrease in the number Of aliented voters at the modes implies

an increase in voter support, making the modal positions more

attractive to the candidates.

Exercise 14.. ,For 4:le bimodal voter distribution-given in Exercise 3,

assume that voters will not vote for a candidate if his position on the

0-1 scale is more than,0.1 units from theirs. If a candidate.has no oppo-

nent, what position will maximize vote total?

26
Ranney (1971, p. 24, Table 1). On factors that affect turnout in

primaries, see Morris and Davii (197) and Ranney (1977).

Ikr
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Thus, a bithodal distribution in which alienation is a
actor may induce rational candidates to adopt` polarized

positions on the left and right Of an issue. rather than locate
themselves near the median. While advocates of "responsible",
parties (and candidates) that present clear and distinct
choices to the voters will view this polarization as. salutary,
advocates of compromise will not be enamored of the black and
white choices that such polarization entails.

One way that a candidate can redu,ce his distance from
1

voters, and possibly avbid the vote-draining effects of
alienation, is to fuzz his position. Given that voters per-
ceive a candidate's ambiguity as favorable to them, a strategy
of ambiguity will increase the broadness of his appeal:

TO illustrate the possible advantages of ambiguity,
assume that a candidate's true position is at the center of
the band in Figure 10. If the candidate does not fuzz his
position, assume that the "reach" of this yosition along the
continuum is that shown as "true" in Figure 10.

Wishy
Washy

True

Fuzzy
Positions

Figure 10. Fuzzy position of a candidate.

e,,45gs
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If the candidate fuzzes. his position, however, he might
be able to extend its reach from the left extreme to the
median, assuming that voters on the left extreme interpret
his position to be the left boundary of the band and voters
at the median interpret his position to be the right boundary
of the band. On the bther hand, if voters, assuming the
worst, make the opposite interpretation--the

boundaries of the
band farthest from them are the actual positions of the

candidate--an ambiguous candidate may perversely succeed in',
contracting (rather than expanding) his support when he
fuzzes his true position. Call this interpretation of a

candidate's position by voters "wishy-wasty"and assume its
0reach to be only the bandwidth itself, versus. the "fuzzy"
range, :in Figure 10.

Thus, a danger may attend a strategy of ambiguity,
depending on what voters perceive to be the actual position
of a candidate. Or, given that they recognize the ambiguous
strategy of a candidate to be a band-rather than a point on
the continuum, their choice may then depend on whether they
view this ambiguity to represent a desirable flexibility or
an undesirable pusillanimity.

Exercise 15. FC'the unimodal voter diAribution given in Exercise 9,

assume a candidate's true position js aP0.3. If perceived as "wishy-

washy," assume the candidate gains the votes of voters only at 0.3; if

"true," he extends his appeal to voters up to a distance of 0.1 units

away; if "fuzzy," he extendi his appeal still farther to a distance of

0.2 units away. Given the candidate has no opponent, 'how man votes do

these different perceptions by voters yield him?

Apparently, voters have responded to ambiguity different-
ly in different elections. Nobody ever accused Richard Nixon
of forthrightnesg in his 1968 presidential campaign whea.he.
sada, "I have a plan" to end the war in VietnaM. But, judging
froth the results of the Republican primaYie,s and the general

-49-
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ction.in 1968, more voters believed in his competence to

dea with the Vietnam situation tha7Q believed in the more

specific proposals of his opponents.

In contrast, as George McGovern became increasingly

vague about specific proposals he had made in the early Demo-

cratic primaries in 1972, and then withdrew his initial

"1,000 percent" support of his vice-presidential choice,

Thomas Eagleton, after the convention, voters began to see'

him as irresolute. At the polls, they overwhelmingly chose

the by then better-knOwn quantity, incumbent Nixon, in the

1972 election. Of course, only a few months after this lb,

election, the unravelling yarn of Watergate turned Nixon's

, presidential image into a'shambles.

Jimmy Carter's positions before and after the 1976 elec-

tion present an interesting blefid in contrasts. During the

campaign he was quite unspecific on a number.of issues, but

after his election he developed a number of detailed programs

(e.g., on energy and welfare) that he presented to Congres4.

Should he run for reelection in 1980, his campaign strategy

as an incumbent president Kill undoubtedly less emphasize

moral and spiritual themes and more s.*ress his specific.

accomplishments as president., .
These examples would seem to indicate that a strategy .

of ambiguity may be productive or unproductive, depending on

. how the candidate is viewed by the voters.4 From a spatia,1

__perspective, an ambiguous strategy would seem least risky

for a candidate who tries to`push his support toward the.

extremes, given that, he can also hold onto more moderate
oalP

voters with another position near the center. Oln the other

hand, a candidate squarely but ambiguously in the center is

more likely to have to counter attacks from both his left

and right, which may dissolve his centrist support on both

sides, especially if his opponents can represent his posi:

tion to be at the boundary of the band farthest from'them.
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f Admittedly, these conclusion are rather speculative,
principally because very Ilittle i known about what kinds
of factors engender suppOt for, o opposition to, fuzzy
positions. In the ab,...sA4C4;4!T such nowledge, I can make only

I,'

tentative assumptionS7Abodt the reldtio ship between ambiguous
strategies and votingAbehavior and i'dicate the consequences1 ,
each implies.

I suggested rler that voter aliena,tion is pervasive,
but its implication re not entirely clear, especially in pri-
maries. TO begin.with, citizens' may fail ti vote in the -early
primaries not so muchbeoause they find the candidates unat-
tractive as they know. very, fhtle about them. This might be
called indifference due to igno ante: voters may not even
know hfow to braeke{the can dates, much less their specific
positions.27 HoweverA, the field narrows in later primaries,
and more information is generated about the races in both
parties, the positions of candidates--specific or ambiguous- -

become clarified. Then alienation due to incompatability,
which I stressed earlier, may begin more and,more to manifest
itself.

28

s early contenders are eliminated and the appeal of the
surviv ng candidates brriens, each will feelless4of a need
to draw a fine line between himself and the other survivors,
who 11 generally be spaced farther apart along the continuum.
Hence, there will bean incentive for a candidate to extend

. his position from a point to a band to take in voters who
otherwise would be alienated because they fall between, or --

if situated at the extremes--too far away from, positions that
have been eliminated.

4

27
Three out of five supporters of Eugene McCarthy, the antiwar candi-

date in the Oemocratic primary in New Hampshire in 1968, believed that the
Johnson administration was wrong on Vietnam because it was too dovish
rather than too hawkish--a complete inversion of McCarthy's views.
Scamon and Wattenberg (1970, p. 91).

28
Rlker and Ordeshook (1973, pp. 323-330) draw ,a similar distinction

between "indifferegce" and "alienation," though they use the former con-
cept to refer to a "cross-pressured" voter, not one whp simply lacks
information.

, -51- (
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,But then the danger of being seen as wishy-washy or

evasive, especially when sharpened by attacks from the oppo-

sition, may inspire contraction as well. The frequently

observed consequence of buffeting by these contradictory

forces is t9- and -fro movements as candidates hew to basic

positio4'but at the same time scamper for pockets of support
4L

somewhat r8moved from these poitions. It is fascinating to

watch this dance' performed along the continuum, even if it

does not always seem well rehearsed.

54 -
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9

Political Parties: -

Three-Headed Monsters

So far I'have used a simple spatial model, whichassdies

only a distribution. of voters along a left-right continuum,
to analyze the competition Of7candidates in presidentiaryri-
maries. In the general election, however., parties become.

:sigaficant forces. Hence, Ft is appropriate nosf tq introduce

possible divergent interests-within parties that will compli-
cate the, previoug analysis. The:qUestIon to be answered

'iihat coalition ofparty interests wirl form to meet.COlipeti-.

tiOn from the outside.
. .

American political parties *ave a colorful history, and

2literalay millions of .words have been written'aliout them and

thexandida,tes-who have represented them. Still,. their images, ;,

and the way they function in the American political system, ,

remain somewhat' of a mystery, although there is general: agrees-

ment.that the major parties embrac06 curious cast of
a.

characters.
,

In the coalition model to In developed in subsequent

sections, I assume that parties contain three distinguishable
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sets of players: (i) professionals/ (ii) activists, and

(iii) voters. The professionals are elected official's and

party employees who have an obviotis material stake in the

ptrty's survival-and well.-being. The activists are,amateurs --

either Voters or candidates--who volunteer their services or

contribute other resources to the party, especially during

.elections.29 The voters, who make up the great mass of the

party, generally do not participate in party activities,

except to vote or possibly make minimal contributions.

It is this mixture o
4
f players, each with their own

diverse interests, that makes a party a "three-headed monster"- -

not so much because pa-rties are terrifying creatures but rather

because they are so hard to control. That is why it is useful

to think -of parties as coalitions of players whose members

somehow must reach agreement among themselves if they are to

be effective political forces.

What complicates they process of reaching agreement is

that the activists tend to take more ideologically extreme

pogitions than the professionals and ordinary voters. There

are exceptions, of course, but I assume in the subsequent L

analysis,that activists give their support because they be-

lieve in, or can gain from the adoption of certain extremist

policies.

Not only do, these policies generally give them certain

psychic or material rewards, but, they also usually exclude

others from similar benefits. Activists tend to be purists,

and ,they are, not generally satisfied by "something-for-

everything" Compromise solutions.

Professionals, omthe other hand, are interested in the

survival and well-being of their party, and they do not want

to see its chances or their own, future employment prospects

jeopardized by the passions of the aciivi,ts. Their positions-

29
Robertson (976, pp. 31 -33) also introduces activists in his model

of party competition.
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gbnerally correspond to those of the median voter, whom they

di, not want to alienate by acceding to the-wishes of the
sactivists.

'et, by virtue of the large contributions the activists

make to the party, activist interests cannot be ignored.
<

The election outcome, I assume, would be imperiled if the

professionals, who are mainly interested in winning,.. Lost

either the support of theActivists or the support of the
.%voters.

What is the outcome of such ea medley'of conflicting

forces? Before possible outcomes can be analyzed,..the goals

'of candidatghey_seek_to_alptimize, given ---the -son

flicting interest of tie various groups whose support they
'seek - -must be specified.

.9
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econcilingticting Interests

In previous sections I. analyzed the positions of
candidates"p pritaries that were both optimal and in equi-
librium vis-a-vis one or more other primary candidates.
After the nomination of one candidate by each of the major
parties at its national convention,

the presidential election
game is 'Usually reduced to a contest:.between only tAll. serious
conte5ders in the general election.

.To generate financial support (primarily from activists)
and electoral support,(primarily from voters) in the general
elecXiori, I assume that a candidate tries to stake out posi-
tiens7-*ithin certain limits--that satisfy, or at least
appeage, botkattivists and voters. To model his decisions
iiithe general election, I shall ignore for now t4e positions

-that the other major-party candidate may take. %hile the
positions of a candidate'S,opppnent will obviously determine
in plrt his own positionslas

the campaign progresses, I
'assume in the,subspOent analysis that a party nominee's tdp-

--prkority loal after the convention is to consolidate his

-support. within the ranks of his- own!,party, °

0
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To satisfy this goal, p assume that a candidate cannot

afford to ignore the concerns of either the activists or the

voters. Without the support of the former, a candidate

would the resources to run an effective campaign; with-

out the support of the latter, his appeal would be severely

attenuated even if his resources were not.

Consequently, I assume that a presidential candidate

-,seeks to maximize both his resources,and his appeal, the

former by taking positions that increase his attractiveness

to activists and the latter by taking Positions that increase

his probability of winning among voters." Specifically, if

(,resources (contributed by activists) are measured by the.

utility,(U) activists derive from his positions, and appeal

(to voters) by the probability P that these positionsRiven

sufficient resources to make them knownwill win him.the

electioh, then the goal of a candidite is to take positions

that maximize his expected utility (EU), or the product of

U and P:,

EU = U(to activists)P(of winning among voters).

If effect, the EU calculation provides.a measure of the com-

bined activist and voter support that candidates. can generate

from takingparticular positions in the general election.
4

Maximization of EU implies seeking a comprobise.satis- .

factory to both the activists and the voters. Normally,
.

this compromise will be aided by professionals Oh seek to

reconcile the conflicting interests of the two groups. In

section 11, I shall show what _form this reconciliatiommhy

take, depending on the nature of the conflicting interests

that divide the ad.tivislq and the voters.

3 0For
other perspectives on goals,'see Schlesinger (1975) and

Wittman (1973). On difficulties parties now face, see Pomper (1877,
pp. 13-38) and'Ranney (1975).
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4/-

Opt' al Positions in a Canniaign.

6

For simplicity, assume that the campaign involves a
single issue, and the positions on this issue that a candidate

of the left-oriented party may" take range from the left ex-.
treme (LE) to the median as shown in Figure 11. Assume
further that the utility (measured along the vertical axis).

that activists derive from the positions a candidate takes

along the horizontaL axis falls linearly from a high of 1 at
LE to a low of 0 at Md. On the other, hand, assume that, the ,

probability of winning (also measured along the vertical axis)

varies in just the,opposite, fashion, starting from a low of 0

at Lp and rising rfo a" high of 1 at Md. 13

311f
a can e.'s opponent iso adopts a po,sition at Md, then the

candidate's Pat Md will be 0.5 ifttead.of 1.0, assuming the activist
support (resources) of both candidates are, the same at Md. Although the
actual value of a candidate's P at Md-- dependent on his opponent's
behavior- -does not affect the maximization of EU, it may affect strategy
cholcis in a manner to be discussed later.
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U(to activists)
Utility (U)

probapility (P)

0
LE

P(of winning
election
among

voters)

C Md

Position

Figure 11. Utility and probability of
candidate positions.

I assume that the maximum probability of winning cannot

be Attained, however, unless adequate resources are con-

tributed by activists to publicize the nominee's positions.

Since a left-oriented activist derives 0 utility from a

candida,te who takes the median position, it seems reasonable
tQ that

r .

assume that no resources will be contributed to tjjeft-

atoriented candidate whose position is t Md.

A candidate increases his resources but.decreases his

probability Of winning, as he moves toward the left extreme.

Clearly, if he moves all the way left to LE, P = 0, just as

.tt= 0, at Md. Thus, a candi ate who desires to maximize EU

would never choose iositions at LE or Md where EU = 0.

In fact, it is possible to show that the optimal posi-

tion of a candidate is at the center (C) ofFigure 11, i.e.,

the point on the horizontal axis midway between LE and Md -

where the lines representing U and P intersect. Since this
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and the probability ol'his position tieing winning increases,

as the candidate moves, from LE to Md. NOU,-however, since

d and P are not linear functions of a candidate's position

along the horizontal axis, the point of intersection of the

P and U curves at C on the horizontal axis may no longer be

optimal,

4
To illustrate this proposition, calculate EU at C and

at points to the left and right of C. Clearly, at C In

Figure 12,

, 1.)
EU = (.r-33t ;. - 0.111,

but at L (to-the left of C)

1 1EU = (7)(1) 1 0.125,

and at R(to the right of C),

1 1 1
..E1r = (70(7) = = 0.125. -

Hence, given the'nonlinear utility and probability functions

cbawn-in E4gur-4-42,-a-can44date-een4410-bet-ter-by- taking a

position eith r to the Left-orto the right of C.

The exa t positionS along the horizontal-axis which

Maximize EU for a candidate will depend on the-shape of the

U and P curves. These optimal positions can be determined

from the equations that define the curves, brt since there

is no empirical basis for pogtulating particular functional

'relationships between candidate positions and U and P, I skall

npt pursue this matter further here.

The main qualitative conclusion derived from this

analysis is that there is nothing sacrosanct about the center

posititn C. Depending on the shape of the U and P functions,

a candidate may do better:-with respect to maximizing EU--by

moving toward LE, toward Md, or in either direction.
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Exercise 16. Try drawing different-shaped U and P curves to Illustrate

+different conclusions about the location of obtimal positions.

,

Whatever the shape of the U and P functions, however, if ,

P p at LE and U = 0 at Md, the positions at LE and Md will
never be optimal si'nce EU =,0 in either 'case. But' as Ion as
U decreases monotonically from LE to Md (i.e., doeg not
change direction by firstedecreasing and then increasing', and ,

P increases monotonically from LE to Md, any pointsAn betWeen
LE and Md mfy be. optimal., depending on the shape of the U and
P curves:----

Exercise 17. What Can'one say if the curves arelnot monotonic? Is the
any reason for assumini.thy these

curves may not be 6opopnic?

If these curves are syMmetric (i.e., mirror images of
each other, as in Figure. 12), tfiefe may-be two optimal posi:

° tioris, one on each sid.vof C.'Yet tymmetry is pot a sufficient
condition for there to be more than' oAe oOtimal position:
straight lines in Figbt 11 are symmetric, but'the onl.posi-
tion along the horizontal axis where EU is maximized is at C.

Wfiat,are the implications of this analysis? If activists
prize "extremeness," and ordinary voters prize "moderatioh,".

4

then any position'in between may be optimal foi a candidate
who desires to maximize some combination of his resources
'(from actilitsts1 and his electoral, support (from voters).4"..44
More sutprIsing, there may be different optimal positrons, one
more favorable to the activists and one more favorable to the
voters, as illustrated in Figure 12.
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Empirical Examples of Different
Optimal Positions in Campaigns

0

a

So far I have shown how a model might offer an

eiplanation--in terms ofa--Capdidate's desire to maximize EU--

Ali the optimality of different pOsitionsein a campaign. The

utility and probability functions that I postulated may, 1.-

depending on their shape, pu.sh can idates twardIan extreme

positsion (left extreme in my exam eY, tge Zdian position,
or a center position somewhere in be

4 In recent presidential campaigns, it is possible to

observe a varietyZof positions that,,,nominees of both major

parties have adopted. Barry Golaiater, the 1964 Republican

nominee, and George McGovern, the 1972 Democratic nominee

piovide the best examples of candidates who took relatively

extreme positions in their campaigns. Both candidates had

strong activist support from the'extremes of their parties

in the primariesWhich they almost surely would have lost

had they tried to move'too far toward the median voter in

the general election. In addition, given the moderate
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opposition both candidates faced from relatively strong

9 incumbents in the general election, neithli- Goldwater nor

. McGovern probably stodd much chance of picking up many voters

near the median had he tried to shift his early extremist
ea

positions very much.

If Goldwater had run against John Kennedy rather than

Lyndon Johnson in 1964, however, he probably would have been

a viable candidate. He could have carried all the South and

Nest and some of the %Midwest and, cohceivably, might have

won. Against Johnson, though, he was a loser becauge he gld

Johnson appealed in great part to the same interests, while

the old Kennedy voters were stuck with Johnson. Goldwater .
.

planned his strategy with Kennedy alive and could not jetti-

son it after Kennedy was assassinated.

By comparison, McGovern's early extremist positions

were'no m*tch from the beginning against Nixon's middle-of-
.

tile "road positions. When, in desperation, McGovern attempted ,

to moderate some of his early positions, he was accused of

being "wishy-washy" rind probably,suffered a net loss in

electoral and firiancial support (see section 8).

In general, if the utility for activists falls off

rapidly, ang the probability of winning increases only slowly,

as a candidate moves toward the median, his optimal position

will be near the.extreme.- Such a poSition gains more in,

resources than he loses in probability, 'cif winning compared

with a position near the median. With this trade-off in mind,

,both Goldwater and McGovern sebm to hare acted rationally with

respect to the ma mization of EU, though McGovern seems to

have been more wills g to sacrifice activist support to in-

crease his chances of winning.

The incumbent presidwits that Goldwater and McGovern

faced, Lyndon Johnson and Richard Nixon, had more moderate

activist supporters who were less'disaffected by "middle-of-
.

the-road" politics. Not only could these incumbents afford

td move toward the median voter and still count on signifi-

cant activist support., but, because of the extreme positions
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Of their opponents, they could probbly rapidly increa e the
number of their moderate supporters with such a strate y.

However, as James S. Coleman 'has pointed out, if n

incumbent already hhs greater a priori strength than Illst

opponentand his opponent magnifies the discrepancy in
strength by adopting an extremist positionthe incumbent

Iwill not significantly improve his (alread4, high) probability
1of winning by moving farther away from the other extremist

\ position and toward the me Ian. 32
Against such an opp?nent,

therefore, an incumbent wit a Large built-in advantag4 from
the start has little incentive to move toward him. Th s,

extremist positiohs, especially when there is a'n'a ri ri
r---- difference in electoral strength (e.g., when a nonih u bent

Tuns against an incumbent)', will'xiid to reinforce eaci other:
both candidates will be motivated to adopt elatively extreme
positions, because movement by one candidate toward t e other
more decreases his activist support than it increases his
probability of winning. .

The problem401th this conclusion is that it see4 to
have little.empirical support. The Goldwater-Johnson!nd
McGovern-Nixon races did ,not produce,extremists on both sides
but only'on one. In fact, if .one candidate's positidn

diverges ,sharply from the median, as did those of Goldwater
and McGovern, there seems a tendency for his opponent to move

toward his position rather than in tle opposite dir ction.

This behavior is exptAined quite,well by our earlier
spatial models (see, in particular, section 4); but it
difficult io derive it.from the goal of maximizati of EU
in which P is one factor. After all, if P is alre dy high
for a strong incumbent running agAinst an opponent who adopts
an extremist position (farteasons given earlier), why should
the incumbent move toward his opponent if this mo ement has

little effect on P and may lower U at the same t e?

Coleman (1973).

4



The answer seems to lie in the fact that some candidates

seem to be as interested in the absolute size of their

majorities as in winning. That is, they desire large majori-

ties at least as much as.victory itself. if this is the

case, then movement toward an extremist opponent can be

explained by the fact that this movement steadily increases

a strong candidate's vote total even if it does not signi-

ficantly alter his probability'of winning. .

Both Johnson and Nixon ran campaigns which strongly

indicate that, even with victory virtually assured months,

before the election, they wanted more than victory: they

desired to pile up huge majorities by whatever means they had

'it their' disposal (including misrepresentation of their posi-

tions and those of their opponents). Although both incumbents.p

succeeded in crushing their opponents in their, respective

elections, both were later driven from office by a welter of

forces that I have analyzed elsewhere.33

If the goals presidential candidates seek to maximize

'.preclude loth candidates from diverging from the median--and .

may encourage convergence, as in the 1960 ed, 1968 presidential

electionsAthen it is unlikely that one of the major parties,

can be written off the national political scene for very long.

Indeed, in recent presidential elections, there has been a

steady alternation of ins and outs: no party since World War.

II has held
A

Aoffice for more than'two consecutive terms. This

alternation 'Of. ins and outs was not nearly so steady before

the post-war era, with one or the other party pn occasion

holding sway for a generation or more.

33'Brams (1975, chap. 6) and Brains (1978, chap. 4) .
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Multiple- Issues" in a Campaign

The dance along the continuum allyded to at the end of

section 8 may be complicated if there is more than one issue,

OT poi/Cy dimension, on which candidates take positions and

voters base choices. For then a Voter's dist4nce from a.

`candidate's position must be measured in two- or higher- '

dimensional spfce, and optimal positions of candidates with

retppCt to differtnt 'distributions of voter attitudes become

cOnsider4bly harder to det

The problem as rendered more difficult if voters weight

,theirar,dous,issues differently. Some voters, fif example,

Iday:nttrihute more'imporiance to a candidate's bdsition on

economic issues than foreign policy issues, while others may

reverse this' attribution. In general, the salience of issues

for voters,'or'the relatpie importance they attach to

34A
geometric treatment of Optimal positiOns in two'Cimensions is

given In Tufleck (1967, chap. 4). ,'
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candidatl tositjions on thqw, obviates any simple extension of

the one dimensional spatial'analysis to higher dimensions,

espedially when salience is correlated with the attitudes of

voters on issues. 35
Ip addition, the interrelatedness of

some issues may invalidate their representatioA as independent
.

dimensions on which candidates are separately evaluated.
a.:

-
. .

Despite these difficulties, it is impbftant to try to

analyze some elementary consequences of multi-issue cam-

paigns. For this purpose, consider a simple example of a6

campaign in which there are jusitwo issues, X and Y

Assume that each candidato!can take, only one of two

1

ositions on each issue (e.g., for or against), which I desig-

ate as x indjiO4 y and y'. Altogether, thete are four
.

possible platforms, or sets of positions on both issues, that

a candidate can adbpt: xy, x'y, y'x,00r x'y'-

Assume that the electorate consists of three voters, and

their preferences for each of the platfo'1'rmg are as shown in

Table l.36 Por each voter, the first plTtform in parentheses

is his most preferred, the second his next-most preferred, andso on.",., .

' .

..

TABLE 1

PREFERENCES OF THREE VOTERS FOR PLATFORMS

, Voter Preference

z,e

1

2

3

(;Y, no, x'y, x'y')

(xy', x'Y', xy, x1Y)

(x1Y, xY1).

35
Jackson (1973).

ry

36Thts example is taken from 1411inger (1971); fee also Kadane
(1972) for an analysis of f-the effects of combining diffeient alternatives.
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1..1: hi's platform t hat of the otlier candidate. What Platform
*should.a cand ate adopt if his goal is to get elected?

To answer this question, one might start by'determining
4

4

4

Assume that there' are just two candidates, and one is

elected if,a majority of voters (two out of three) prefers

which position on each issue would be preferred by a majority
if votes were,taken o

A
n the issues sepayately. Since x is

preferred to x! by voters 1 and 2, and y ispreferred to y'
' by.voters 1 and 3 (compare the first- preferences of, the

voters Table 1), it would appear that platform xy repre-

sents the strongestset of positions for a candidate.

utthis conclusionis erroneous in the example here,.

Despite- the fact that a majority 'prefers positions xand y
were the issues voted pn separately, platform x'y' defeats

platf4m xy since it is preferred by'a majority (voters 2 and
3): Thus, a platform whose po,sitions, when considered

.

sepa4-ately, are both favored by a majority may to defeal'ed by

a platform containing 'positions that'only minorities favor.

A recognition,that a majority platform may be constituted

from minority positions is what Downs argued may make it ,

rational for candidates to construct platforms that appeal
to "coalitions of minoritiers. 1137

The divergence between less-preferred individuall.posiN

tions and a more-preferred platform that combines them depends
- on the existence of.a paradox of voting.." In this example,

this means that there is no platform that can defeatikll
dthers iri a series of=pairwise contests. As shown by the

arrows in Figure 13, which indicate majority preferences

137Downs (1957, chap. 4).

38Hilliriger (1971, p. 560 claims this,is not the case,,but this Is
refuted in hilly' (1975, p: 110). A paradox of voting also underlies
what has been called the "Ostrogorski paratiox,", which is essentially the
Same as that illustrated in the text. tee Rae and.DaudU (15*.1 for a
escription of, and review of the literature on, the paradox of voting,. 4

see Brams A1976,chap. 2).
1
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xy'

x'y x'ys

Figu're 13. Cyclical majorities
for platform voting.

0

between pairs of platforms, every platform that receives

'majority support in one contest can be defeated by another

majority in another contest. For 'this reason, the ma)pri-'

ties that prefer each platform are referred to a$ cyclical

majorities.

Exercise 18: If xy and x'y'were interchanged in the preference ranking

of voter 1,would majorities by cyclical? If not, which platform would

defeat all others inia series of pairwise contests?

Exercise 19. 4 If xpand x'y' wens interchanged in the preference rankingt
N

41.

of voter 2, would majorities be c ical? 1.f.not, which platform would

defeat all others in a series of p Ise contests?

: -

Exercise 20. Now assume that xy and x'y'. are interchanged in the

preference rankings of both voter land voter 2. Would majorities be

cyclical?. What if these platforms were interchanged in the preference

rankings of all free voters?

Exercise 21. Prove thaE irmajorities are,cyclical, they will remain

cyclical if two platforms are interchanged in the prgference rankings of

all voters,

,

The main conclusion.derived from the simple example in

this section is that there may, be no set of positions.that a

candidate can adopt on two (or more) issues that is invul-

nerable: any set of pos itions that one candidate takes can

72
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be defeated by a different set adopted, by another Candidate.

This means that, without any shift in the preferences of

voters, a candidate running on a given platform could win an
election' in one year, and dose it in the next, depending on
the positions his opponent took. 39 This fact helps to ex-
plain the importance that Candidates attach to anticipating

an opponent's positions so that they can respond with aset
that is more appealing to the voters.

Of course, some candidates try to avoid this problem
. by being intentionally vague about their positions in the.

first. place, as Downs pointed out.40 But this strategy of
ambiguity may lead tO.itS own problems, As 1 showed.insec-
tipn 11.

By now it shouldbe evident why primaries, and the
general election liter, so oflfn seem to yield topiy-turvy

outcomes in presidential races. The strongest theoretical
iresult discussed in this monograph-Ahe stabilitysand opti-

' . mality of the median in a two-candidate election--can be
- undermined if there is more than one issue on which

'candidates take positions. Indeed, no set of politions will
, be siable if there exists a cora.ox of voting, nor will any '

set be optimal in the'sense of guaranteeing a particular ''*"

N.,./oUtcomewhatever the poisitions.of one's opponent. In fact,

contrary to expectations, one's' best set of positions on
issues in a race may be,the minority positions on the issues
'considered separately, depending on the positions of one's
opponent.

These findings do not depend on the exact nature of the
.

underl,zing distributions of attitudes of voters or the pre-
.

cise.location of candidates with respect to hissdistribution.

- They depend only on qualitative...distinctions (dichotomous
. t4 rpos,itions of candidates..caslinal pyeferences of voters) and

. are, therefore, of rather general'theoretical significance
'whatever; the quantitative characteijstics of a race are.

39 4
Frohlich and Oppenheimer (1978, p. 135).

4ODowns
0957, chaps. 8 and 9).
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Probably the best, advice to take from the analysis in

this section ig neWive: avoid reading to much into spatial

analysis based on 'a singleVissue if there may be other issues

of significance in a campaign. Multiple issues greatly

complicate- -and may ultimately confound single -issue §patial

analysis, as the paradoxical findings in this section

illustrate. Nevertheless, it is important to try to link' .

candidate positions and voter attitudes, and spdtial..enTlysis

provides a useful framework within which to rdlate these

characteristics in both a se'rids of primaries and a'single

election. t

r
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Sunimary and Conclusion

In this monograph, some of the hurdles that presidential
candidates face first in state primaries and then in the

general election were explored. In the analysis of primaries,

I assumed that the principal goal of a.candidate is to avoid
elimination, if not win; by contrast, voters want to maximi2e

their satisfaction on the issue they consider most important
by choosing the candidate whose position is c osest to theirs.
The spatial games candidates play to try to ma imize theirs

appeal to voters yere the focus of Most of t analysis of
primaries.

I first considered the case of two andidatvs who vie
for the most favorable ,position along.aleft-right continuum
'in'a single-issue campaign. I stowed thit, whatever the

distribution of voter attitudes on the issue, the median is
best for two reasons: (i) it is optimal--there is no other

position that guarantees a candidate a better outcome; (ii) it

is in equilibrium-2once chosen by both candidates, neither
would have an incentive to depart unilaterally from it. A
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corollary of rh,i Eirmernw,5 that an "average" position (at

the mean) is,nra wriuma ar hm equTTibrium if the distribu-

tion of voter nntataddaS is sIbmted, to the left or right and

the median., as _a onnsaimmnme dues flat coincide with the
-

a

mean. .

.* .

In multi-randinki times, not/only does the median low
. . 14

. '
its appeal but am yasitans but neceszarily'the same) that 7

two candidates malt= 'aka ice vulnerable to the entry of

additional cananames.. 1-. suggested that this fact helps to
.

explai why SD marry canhalutes lit motivated to enter thewhy
.early'.ies imi tro,, to da.alLace other nearby candidates

on the leIt-right ..madunuural.,

The imatipl innmetat4m among Liheral, moderate, and

conservative LMMALISIZET.Da. each. segment of the distribution

leads to a winnowing Jai= if marginal candidates. s elimi-

nation process tends is t-aluatmare moderate-leaningcandidates

'on the and raghtt Atilt =tram can eectively chal age
-

centrist tandlenTI. an tam mmhiTe. The results of re en pri-
.

-.nary campaigns migTast tiat m Liberal or conservative

candidate wthc reiieaies the suppant of as few as percent of

party voters am All pm-Laminas squeeze out one or yore

centrasz candinsims um tithe fliaL competition:

A well-Itntwm iamBhate who. =mallard_ to await the results

of the early prammrins thafame making his announcement of

candideny can bminefit llama; knawingthe early survivors' posi-

tions, I illustramedi this Ailmummtges of a, delayed, announcement,

and the imliormanme ixf mmermg nm m campaign genera.11Y, by

showing how a mmdmiama rrnwr.f minimize his support by moving

toward the 1pAA mmtneme if ills apporents an the left or right

after they had iimmUmmmli uftemsellves, givem a symmetric, gni- °

modal .tistribminmn off winter mithtudes- ,

I next sihowela tami m mardimbare who Fuzzes his positron'

*might be either heDgxsfi air burin degendimeon the voters' per-

ception off ihns Mime pashii am.. thr of eaters correctly

perceive his gommatamm mn Iteane af ambig4tUtY,.their evaluation

,14



of his competence to deal later with the issue at hand will
likely seal his electoral fate.

I suggested that voter alienation may induce candidates

to fuzz their positions in order to try to embrace a wider
swath of voters. Alienation may also push candidates toward

modal positions, where voters are most concentrated, because
the voters who are alienated by being too distant from a mode

,will generally be fewer than those too distant from other
points in the distribution. In particular, if the distribu-

tion of voter attitudes is bimodal, voter alienation will

encourage a polarization of candidate positions on the left
.

and right.

In the general-election coalition model, parties were
not assumed to be unitary actors but rather an amalgam of
diverse interests: I postulated that presidential candidates'

would seek pa maximize a combination of activist support

(resources) and electoral support (probability of winning),
' which were assumed to move in opposite directions with respect

to a candidate's4position on an issue. That is, as a candi-

date moves toward the median position, he alienates

activist support&s.but increases his probability of winning;

on the other handas he moves toward an extreme position,
SO

the reverse trade -off Occurs.

showed that a candidate who wishes to maximize his

expected utility (i.e., activist utility times probability
of winning) should take a position between the median and an

extreme positionexactly where depending on the shape of the
utility.andprolhbnity curves. I demonstrated that there

may be more than one optimal position for a candidate--one

near the median, the other near an extrene--and also showed __how optimal positions mightchange if a candidate's goal

included a desire not just to in but also to maximize his
vote total. Optimal positions der%Ved from this modified.

goal, seemed to be consistent with the campaign behavior of
candidates in recent presidential elections.

No.
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Finally, I showed how multiple issues may upset the

'calculations of one:dimensional spatial analysis. Speci.fi-

cally, the existence of a paradox of voting will make every

platform vulnerable to challenges, which means that no posi-

tions are in equilibrium, even when there are just two

candidates. Also, the fact that there may be no uncondi-

tionally best, or optimal, platform means that platforms

that comprise minority positions on two or more issues

considered separately may defeat platforms comprising

majority, positions on the separate issues. For these reasons,

,I,concluded that findings derived from one-dimensional spatial

models must be treated with caution if there is more than one

issue in. a campaign on which the positions of candidates

determine the behavior of voters.

1
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Appendix

In this Appendix I offer a somewhat more formal
development of the results discus"sed informally-in section 5
and in the answers ,to exercises 6 and 8 o this section.
Assume the following in t''single-issue political race:

1. There is a left-right ideological dimension under-
lying this issue along which candidates take
positions.'

2. Each voter has a most-preferred position on this
dimension.

3.. EaCh voter. has one.'ote and always casts it for

the candidate whose position is, closest to his

most-preferred position.. .
, A.

4. The cAndidate with the most votes wins (plurality
voting).

, To begin the analysis, assume th t there are two candi-
dates, a liberal (L) and a,conservat" e (C); whose positions

.J"on the left-right ideological dimensi n)are known. 'Ddesignate

4
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positions on this dimension by the real variable x, and

assume voters are distributed over the intekval a < x < b

afcordingto continuous density function f(x), where

f(x) > 0 if x / a and x # b.

Since f(x) is assumed to be a continuous density function,
b

f(x)dx = 1. Although I shally2ot give a probabilistic

interpretation to f(x), it is convenient to assume this kind

of distribution/of voters in orderst4 be abole to derive

numerical results that indicate fractions of the electorate

falling between points on the lefi-right continuum,

Assume x = M is the median of t4e distr bu iion,'x = L is

the position (as well as name) of the liber 1 candidate, where .

a < L < M, and x = C is the position (as"Wel as name) of the.

conservative candidate, where M < C < b. I shall now prove

that if fewer_lin 1/3 of the eleaOrate lies between L and C--

rbetween each of whom. and M there are tbe'same (nonzero) number

of voters--there is no p6sition that a third candidate can ;-"

take along the left-right dimension that is winning. .

In other words, a third candidate cannot knock out both

the original'entraqs and win the electidn if the original

entrants straddle the median in such a way 'that <,1/6 of the

electorate lies between,each and the median. While I assume

that the same number of voters (< 1/6) lies between M and L

' and between M and C, I assume nothing about the shape of the

voter distribution except that f(x) is always positive in the

domain a < x < b. 'These resulks are summarized in

THEOREM 1. Let x = L and x = C be the positions of the

'liberal and conservative candidates, respectively, and leT*N

'x = M Ve the median of continuous density function f(x) > 0

that defines the distribution of voter positions over thd

interval a < x <-b. If

M

0 <
Jf(x)dx = 1

M
f(x)dx < 1/4,

L
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there is no position,x = X that some third candidate X can
take that is winning. //

Proof. For X to be winning, he must receive more votes
than both L and C. ere are four possible-sets of positions

he can take along^t e left-right con5inuum: (1) between a and
L ; (2) between. L a d C; (3) between C and b; (4) at L or C.

Con/der each in turn:

1. a 5 X < L: Clearly, lc maximizes his vote total by

taking a position just to-the left of1L; any other

position, closer to a, would mean that he would rose

votes, to L since some voters falling between them
would be closer to L. But his vote total will always
be less than C's because C will gain not only all the
votes to his right (the same number 2S to the left of
L that X receives) but also some votes between L and
C that X will.not receive because L is just to his
right.

2. L < X < C: Since the "number of votes between L and

C is < 1/3, L and C would receive > 1/3 of the votes

and thereby both surpass the vote total of X.

3. L < X< b: Reasoning analogous to (1) above, but

with left and right reversed.

4. X = L or X = C: The candidate whose position -X

does not take would have > 1/3 of the vote, whereas

X and the candidate whose position he takes would'
044

spjit the remainder of the vote, each obtaining < 1/3.

Hence, there is no position x = X that will ensure X more, votes
than one or both the original entrants. Q.E.D.

Note that X can always displace either L or C by taking

a position.just to his left or right, respectively. But in
so doing, he always ensures the other original candidate some

portion of the 'votes in the middle between L and C--in addition
to those eb his left or right--that makes the other candidate
victorious.
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Theorem I demonstrates that in a non cooperative three-

person, zero-sum game, a rational player may do worst by

choosing a strategy after the other players, which is never
0

true in two-person, zer sum games. In the particular spatial
4

game I have described, th . player choosing a position last
. .

will always lose, vis-i-v\ at least one =other playei, if the .

1 . conditions of the 'theorem re me't.'
.

.

4 1

It is easy l'to show that a relaxation of any if the condi-

tion's of die theorem could lead to a win,for,X. In particaar A
,

. -. 4.. ...
...,,

1% If f,..Mf.(x)dx = f
L

tlx)dx i 0; i.e.., if ,L = M,= C, \hen
. L M

X could take a posi.tiop just to the roc' or right of
..

the -median and capture (egentially),,,l/lz pf the vote,,

. with L and M splitiin? the remaihitng. 142, Or receiving
. , > .

1/4 ,each. 0
4 .

.

2, If f1(x)Ox = f f(x)dx :1'14, and the > 1/3 votein

the center between' L and C were highly i Oncen atS4
1. M ..

.

t
,

around a mode, X could capTure jessentially), al A

them by taking a position at the:mode, with L and C.' .

receiving '< 1/3 each,_
.____

)

M C
3. If f f(x)dx # ,f(x)dx, either the number of voters i

between a and L would'bd greater Ith.an the 'numbeA

between C and b, or vice versa. Witfignicloss of

generality, assume the former is the case. :4Then by

taking a position just.to the left of L, X would

receive > 1/3, and L < 1/3, of the vote. But X

could also receive more votes than C, and hence win,

C,
if C captured'too few, votes in the center (e.g.;

" V1, . ''' 0 I

4
14/

4

.
%
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\ 'can do no better than take the same.position asL, thereby,

i

'splitting 1/Z the total vote with him, or receiving 1/4 of the
4, total., Y will 'then' be indifferent between taking any position

x, 1/4 < x < 3/4, which will, giveliim 1/4 of/the total. However,

r , 1

. because almost all voters in the center were closer

to L than C) to augment llie < 1/3 to his...riga.

This two candidates, ectvil "numbers of voters dist
from the median, -cannot both..BrRni5add out bN a third can
date as long as they.are'separated by fewer-than 1/3 of the
electorate. The 11/3 separation obstacle," holteverAt! no

'barrier to the displacement of boih L and C should a fourth
candidate Y also enter therace ,

THEOREM 2. Against two.caididates L and C; here are°---,,,--
always positions third and fourth.caudidatts X andYCan--take
that ensure ithat either X or Y wins, unWs; Land C take pcisli=1".___

tions such that the number of votes L or C gains to his left '
and right are exactly.,equal. In this4case, X or Y can
'at least tie L or C for the win.

Proof. Consider the positions of X and Y thatare
side L and , respectively. Either X can gain more votes by

being just to the left' of L or just.to his ;right, and similarly

for Y Ch respect to C, unless the numbers of votes L or C
gains to his left and right are'exactly equal. Assume,that X
and Y choose such "straddling" positrons to maximize their vote
totals, (Since these straddling positions are essentially the
.positions of L and C, already known, maximization by'X and Y is
independent of the position the.othdr new entrant takes, given
that_it is a straddling position.) Because these'maximizing

§traddling positions result in X and Ye.; each receiving more

vdtes than L and C, respectively, L and C will each be displaced'
by one of the two new entrants, one of whom necessarily

1

To show -what might happen in the exceptional case stated in
the theorem, suppose, for example, f(x) = 11 0,< x <'1, and

1/4 and C = 3/4. /f X is the third candidato enter; he
. .

fi

I
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only at k = 3/4 will he limit C fo 1/4'of the, total. (and allow

S and L 1/4.eich;fao), thereby creating a four-way'tie:

(Similarly;.if X had not earlier taken a position at L, then

L-or C would win no matter what Y did. Thus, if L or C gains.

the same numbirs of votes to,his left. and right, X,or Y can

still guaraiqee a tie by taking a-position exactly at L or C.

Q:Edp. s' ' ' s

. .

If the numbers of votes L or C gains to hisAleft and right

are exactly equal, X or Y may, of tourge, do worse--lose to 1

Or-C--if either does hot occupy,the same positions 41 and C

ao. On the otter hand, it is also possible. to find examples

tin which X or Y can.win when L or C gins equal numbei-s of

.votS to-his left and right, but,these in general -will require

.tcoordination between X and Y-in a cooperative,gMe. Since the

1,"equal numbers" condition- is a str.gent 'one and, moreover,

does not always reader L or C unassailable, it is reasonable to

expect that L or C will,". for all practical.purpos-es,' beevulner-

a4le to challenges from two new cand*dates, and' Y.

---In summary, I'hae'shown that if two gmidspostioDs
on each s'ide'of the median are separated.from it by eqipl

numbers oryoterS who_together constitute' 143,of the eleCtorate,
. ,

.

the candidates can collectively withstand the chillenge of a

third candidate but not the simultaneous challenge Of a third

and fOurth candidate. These results are independent of the

distribution of the voters on a /eft-right ideological dimension.

# 1."
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Allow's to° Sefecikti Exercises

1- Assume, a T-ProilrkftwrF4-"s titian-apriA9cL poition is lot

mhjlwAmnt. Miam'sibm parch= cffunomrs whose positions

'irreimEcewoet tffie mu t mandMayes usLL Abe divided. between

Tior samcm ¢ibe ffhast cancildate canal gain all 'the

vrnmet ref it em-tbmmwomm votes,, and Lose nin by:mov-,

img To a gas:a-Fa= add gmmemt tn fiat mat past, opponent,

mmmaAj!mleor mmtsiitiinna cmm never-be apposition -e t#ma1.

Once, nmly mm mfbmcmmn pas:Et:tam can. be oppositionfoptimal.

2. In paticise Il U emshatbILbsirech- that a necessary cond tion

for a camflLfames pashttnam tin he wpgasitiom-optimaI was

that ZY le majapmern mm lifs appilpres;, otherwise the

crIARtnvim rain233 mDways.gmCnimaravicites by =yin to an

adjarmmtprsiirribr :Row um Bess am opponent is t one ex-

treme
off mlimaamliifnImmn uffene:wre rfaAdidall positions--

mite to Axe UmfftmnRMbm nob= tm the

'niumneret,---amil any an tromirduaIh' 6 does.
its nag.mi'hffaffltani- Clearly, theadiacent

40mm: amuhmamms aaptrireave"s math total. will ,be
\ -
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thit which it, closer to the mddian because it,includes,

the votes of all voters on the side of the median hip

oPponent does not-occupy.(54.pertent) plui the votes of
_

all:voters on his opponent's side from the median up to
his opponent's 'position.

3. The median position is 0.6 since S voters lie to the -

left aid. 8 tothe, right. The mean is

1
= 1711(.1) + 3(.2) + 2(.3) + 2(.5) + 3(..b).+ 6(.8) + 2(9)]

- 17(10.1)'n

`
4. The median position is 925 since 11 voters liedto the

left and.11.to the right. TieMean is
a

Mn = -LITCO) + 3(.2)-+4(.'3)*3174+ 2(.5
. 25 .

. _
+ 6(.8) + 1(.9)1

(12:5) .==0.5.

4(.7).

5. In Exercise 4, C wins the votes of 7 voters at 0.8 Or
higher, A/B split the vote's of 14 voters, at 0,5.or lower,

receiving 7 each. ,Since thd .4 voters'ai''.0.7 are closer

tn C than A/B, C wins a total of 7 + 4, = 11 votes, which

is mere than 1/3 of the total vote, despite thefact
that less than 1/3 of the voters (7) lie at C's4sosition .

or to his right.

6. Assume that A takes a position such that 1/3 of the

voters lieto his left'; S a position such that 1/3 of .

,..the voters lie to his right. By the reasonir given in

the text, B can be beaten by a third candidate C who takes

a ppsition just to his right and thereby captures 1/3 of

the votes. (A position just to B's left mould giV'e C

es,

fgwer than 1/3. of the votes, sihce, C wodld split tbe mid-
dle 1/3 with As) But A now receives not only the.1/3

votes to his left but also splits the 1/3 in the center

with B, thereby capturing more than 1/3 of the votes to

-91-
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C's 1/3 (hnd B's less than 1/3). Now suppose that C takes

a position somewhere in the middle 1/3 not adjacent and

just to.the right o B. Then he would receiv,e less than

1/3 of the votesbecause bOth A and B would win some .

votes in the middle 1/3. Thus, there is no position that

a third candidate e can take thatswill 'guarantee him more

thalk 1/3 of the votes, given'A and B take positions to

whose left and right, respectively, 1/3 of the voters lie.

(For a more rigorous formulation and analysis of this

question, see Theorem 1 in the Appendix.)

8 Such a joint strategy does not exist. By the reasoning

given in the text, a third candidate C can always displace

B, and a fourth, candidate D--can always displace A (excppt

for ties). Thus, there existis nojoint strategy of the

two original candidates'that hakes it impossible for a

third and fourth candida a to defeat both of the original

two. (See Theorem 2 in e Appendix.)

9 Yes. M would receive vot s from 4 voters'at 0.6, 2 1/2

votes (!) .from voters at 0.5, and°1 J/2 votes (!) from

voters at 0.7, giving him a total of't votes, which is

less than 1/3 (32 percent) of the -total. vote. C would.

receive 6 votes (all at his position ox to his rig'ht),.

and L would receive the remaining'11 votes and win.

10: Yes.. At the median 0.5, M would receive all the votes

from the 5 voters at Md plus splitthe 4 vote It 0.4

with L and the 4 votes at'0.6 with C, g,iving him a total

4 of 5 + 2 + 2 = 9 votes to 8 each for L and M.

11. At the median 0.5,,J4 would receive 2 + 1 I/2 = 3 1/2

yotes;* at 0.4, he would receive 3 + 2,= 5 votes.. Simi-

larlf, at any position betn 0.3 and b.s, M would also

receive 5 votes; but at any position between 0.5 anti 4 0.7'

tie would receive only 2 1,;;04p5.

At the median 0.5, M woul4.receive (atarting a0.4)

A + 5 + 2 = 11 votes. At any iti"s°itioar0.5 < m.$ 06, M

b%
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would receive (starting at 0.4) LC+ 5 + 4 = 13 votes,

whereas at any positimp -0'..4, i m < 0.5, 11 would receive
(starting at 0.4) 4.+ 4 ='9 \ votes.tes., 'Thus:a positjon to

the right of Md. is optim. all+ ,given an extreme liberal and
a moderate conservative: ' r.

f(x)

1.5 .375 .625

1.6
f(x) = 6(x-x2)

4ilt

. ' 0.5,
I

0.7 1.0- 0 'U m V ''''-.......-

4 A At any point:m between x = 0.2 and x = 0.7, voters will-
vote for M in the interval u < x < v, where

+2,0
(.4 ----T--'

_ 7.

The area under the curve in this interval is

(;)dx,

which, is at an extreme point whe,n
e

dAm f'or5dmv f(u)dtrit
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Or

6((v-v2)4) - (u-u2)(4) = 0,

. 3((v-u) + (u2-r2)) = 0,

3(u-v)(u+v-1) = 0 .

Substituting the expressions for u and v,

3(-.25)x(2m- 1.1)_=
e

M :55:

d2A
=

3-Since --- - -7 the extreme point is a maximum, pd the
dm2 '4 Ab

number of
c
voters is'therefore maximizedwhen M'sjposition

is at.m = 0.55. The area covered is in the center of the

distribution between u = 935 and V ='0.625,..

14. Either a position at the mode at 0.8 or at 0.6. _

15. Wishy-wshy, 3 fotesftrue, 91 votes; fuzzy, 15 votes.

18. No; x'y' would defeat all other platforms.'
.

4 1\
1919. No; xy would defeat all other platforms.

20. No; x'y' would defeat all other platforms. Majorities,

however, yould be cyclical if njatfeims xy and x'y' were

.interchanged in the preference rankings of all three

voters.

21. A complete interchangwf two platforms, simply involves

a relabeling: what Was platform P now becomes platform,

P', and vice versa. Since the undeflying structure of

prefe4Ohces does not change, but only the labeling,

cyclical majorities are unaffected.
. .

ti
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